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Abstract
This work presents a multicamera motion capture system able to digitize, measure and
analyse the human motion. Key feature of this system is an easy wearable garment
printed with a color coded pattern. The pattern of coloured markers allows simultaneous
reconstruction of shape and motion of the subject. With the information gathered we
can also estimate both kinematic and dynamic motion parameters.
In the framework of this research we developed algorithms to: design the color coded
pattern, perform 3D shape reconstruction, estimate kinematic and dynamic motion pa-
rameters and calibrate the multi-camera system. We paid particular attention to esti-
mate the uncertainty of the kinematics parameters, also comparing the results obtained
with commercial systems.
The work presents also an overview of some real-world application in which the devel-
oped system has been used as measurement tool.
Sommario
In questo lavoro viene presentato un sistema mutlicamera per la misura e digitalizzazione
del moto umano. Caratteristica peculiare di questo sistema è l’indumento che deve essere
indossato dal soggetto del quale si vuole ricostruire il moto. Su tale indumento è stam-
pato un pattern di marker colorati che permette simultaneamente una digitalizzazione
della forma e del moto del soggetto. Con queste informazioni è possibile ottenere una
misura dei parametri cinematici e dinamici del moto umano.
Nel corso della ricerca sono stati sviluppati algoritmi per: la realizzazione del pattern
di marker colorati, la ricostruzione di forma, l’analisi dei parametri cinematici e dinamici
del moto e la calibrazione del sistema stesso. Particolare attenzione è stata dedicata alla
analisi dell’incertezza della misura dei parametri cinematici e la comparazione con sistemi
commerciali.
Vengono inoltre presentati alcuni progetti in cui il sistema realizzato è stati utilizzato
come strumento di misura.
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1 Introduction
The analysis of the human motion is a highly active research area due to the significative
number of potential applications in different fields: health, sports, robotics, engineering
or entertainment industry, etc.
The aim of the analysis of human motion is to gather quantitative information relative
to the mechanics of the motion of a subject during the execution of a certain task: i.e.
measure the variables that describes the kinematic and dynamic of the human limbs
during that task.
In particular in medical applications motion capture systems are used as a clinical
tool to evaluate quantitatively the parameters of motion. These information are useful
for many purposes: evaluate the rehabilitation state of a patient, evaluate the result of a
chirurgical hip operation, gait analysis just to name a few. The systems employed have
thus to be to able to capture the human motion with an high degree of accuracy.
Thanks to a diversified application in several fields the human motion analysis draw
a lot of attention of the scientific community and business enterprises which developed
hardware and software specialized for this purpose.
The results are motion capture systems, or briefly MoCap, able to digitize and analyse
the motion in details in terms of kinematic and dynamic parameters.
In the last decade, several MoCap technologies have been proposed and commercial
systems based on each of them have been realized. Technologies can be classified as:
inertial, magnetic and optoelectronic.
Each technology has its advantages and disadvantages and founds a particular field of
application. For example inertial systems are widely used in the entertainment industry
due to their the good cost-accuracy ratio. While magnetic systems are applied to the
study of the motion of small and articulated body parts (hands) since they do not suffer
of the occlusion problem. However are optoelectronic system, and in particular vision
based systems, which are obtaining the best results.
In fact, in the last years the vision based systems are having a great success thanks
to their ability to achieve precise measurements without contact and recover an high
number of information.
The increased consumption of electronic goods has drastically reduced the production
costs of integrated chips and optoelectronic devices.
While MoCap systems technologies here mentioned are able to capture the motion,
kinematic or dynamic analysis requires a kinematic and dynamic model of the subject.
In order to obtain accurate results, it is of crucial importance the development of
a personalised model with accurate parameters definition. The measurement of these
parameters is a time expensive operation that usually requires a skilled operator and the
use of specific instrumentation.
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One key aspect to measure kinematic and dynamic parameters is the analysis of the
3D shape of the subject.
The main limitation of the mentioned MoCap systems is that, while they are able to
capture the motion of the subject, no one manages to simultaneously capture its shape.
This is due to the limited number of sensors that can be used together, in order to avoid
problems relates to the reciprocal interference.
The shape of the subject can be digitize with 3D scanners. The leading technology on
the marker are based on optoelectronic systems like laser or cameras.
While these systems are very accurate (< 1mm3) and able to acquire a high number
of points (> 1M) they have two main drawbacks that limit their use: high cost and
long acquisition time. The last one, in particular, can cause big errors in shape esti-
mation, allowing a relative motion between the subject and the sensors and thus a bad
reconstruction.
In the last years several optoelectronic systems have been commercialized on the mar-
ket (Kinect, TOF) trying to give a solution to these problems by offering a simultaneous
reconstruction of shape and motion of a scene. These systems produce a direct 3D
measurement of the environment with good acquisition frequency. Despite these good
properties they have not yet reached accuracies suitable for clinical applications.
In this work we are interested in the development of a new concept multicamera
MoCap able to perform a kinematic and dynamic analysis of the human motion.
The system proposed tries to solve the limits of mocap systems and laser scanners
proposing a simultaneous reconstruction of the human shape and motion. These infor-
mation are exploited to measure kinematic and dynamic parameters of motion without
the definition of a known a priory model.
To perform a simultaneous reconstruction of shape and motion we are interested in
the design of a special garment with a high density marker per unit of surface. This
high density is possible only with special marker unique descriptors.
In order to capture the motion without interfering with it, we decided to rely on
a multicamera vision system solution. The marker-based approach assures accuracies
suitable for clinical applications.
As almost all vision marker-based systems, our system will suffer of Soft Tissue Arte-
facts. These artefacts, caused by relative motion of the skin (and the marker attached
to it) and the underling bone, will be analysed and compensated.
We also aim to develop a toolbox that performs kinetic and dynamic motion analysis
with limited user interaction required.
For this reason kinetic analysis of motion will be performed without an a-prior known
model using a data driven technique. The realized algorithm will segment automat-
ically the 3D cloud of points in limbs and identify the joint position without further
information.
Dynamic analysis will be performed solving the inverse dynamic problem: from motion
to the forces causing it.
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These problems require the knowledge of some dynamic parameters like: dimension,
mass and inertia of the limbs. These information will be recovered automatically from
the shape reconstructed with a parametric model.
Mass, inertia, length and accelerations of limbs are used to solve the equation of the
dynamic and thus infer torques and forces at joint.
We pay particular attention to model the uncertainties involved in the phase of angle of
relative rotation between limbs. The uncertainty is propagated in the overall procedure
up to the angle estimated with a Monte Carlo method.
The results of kinematic analysis, with particular attention to angle at joint estimated
with GaMoCap, are compared with the commercial mocap system Vicon. The compar-
ison is performed analysing lower and upper limb motion.
A prototype of the system has been realized and used in laboratory and real conditions.
The present work is organized in 4 parts.
First part, Chapter 2, includes a state of the art review on motion analysis which
allow the reader to better understand the mocap systems with a particular focus on
vision based systems and related problems. In this part are also analysed the state of
the art tools to obtain reliable dynamic human parameters.
The second part, Chapter 3, describe in detail the algorithms proposed. This core
Chapter is articulated in 5 sections.
Section 3.1 presents the algorithms proposed for features extraction, pattern genera-
tion and system calibration. 3D Shape reconstruction is reported in Section 3.2.
Since we realized a new concept mocap system, in Section 3.3 we propose a personal-
ized calibration toolbox.
In Section 3.4 the strategies of kinematic and dynamic analysis are described in detail.
Section 3.5 is dedicated to the uncertainty estimation of angle at joints and comparison
with Vicon system.
The third part, Chapter 4, focuses on the analysis of experimental results to prove the
usefulness of the kinematic and dynamic algorithms of human motion proposed.
In the last part, Chapter 5, two application in which the system was used as a mea-
surement tool are reported.
The final Chapter presents the conclusions and future developments of this works.
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2 State of the art
2.1 Shape reconstruction and motion estimation
The quest for an accurate shape and motion reconstruction has developed several mo-
tion capture approaches tuned to the specific analysis requirements and operational
constraints. Advantages and disadvantages of each technology have been analysed and
discussed in several comprehensive surveys [75, 104, 76].
The human mocap systems are here classified by the type of sensors employed (mag-
netic, inertial, optoelectronic) and the possibility to obtain a dense or sparse reconstruc-
tion of the shape of the human body.
Magnetic MoCap
Magnetic motion capture systems utilize low-frequency magnetic fields transmitter sources
placed on the body limbs to reconstruct their position and orientation [53]. The fixed
part of the setup is composed of 3D sensors that provide the magnetic field estimation
from which is possible to reconstruct orientation and distance from the transmitter. This
technology does not suffer of occlusion related problems due to the fact that human body
is transparent to the magnetic fields generated by the transmitter. The problems are re-
lated to the presence of ferromagnetic materials in the capturing volume or sensors cross
talk [109] that severely degrade accuracy. For these reasons magnetic motion capture is
mainly employed for the study of small and complex parts, especially hands [88].
The reconstruction format is sparse due to the reduced number of markers (trans-
mitters) that can be applied. These system can thus reconstruct only the motion not
the shape of the subject. Furthermore the human motion reconstruction is possible only
through a knowledge of the kinematic model of the subject and the position of the trans-
mitters on the limbs. These information can be obtained using an automatic calibration
procedure[80]. However this procedure must be repeated each time the transmitter po-
sition changes with respect to the limb.
Inertial MoCap
Inertial systems rely on accelerometers and gyroscopes. Sensors attached to the subject
limbs measure the linear acceleration and angular velocity. Through an integration
process is possible to recover position and orientation of each limb. Each inertial sensor
is attached to a limb and communicates wireless with an elaboration unit, Figure 2.1.1.
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Figure 2.1.1: Inertial mocap. Wireless communication between the sensor attached to
on the limbs and the central unit of elaboration
Commercial systems (like Xsense1and Animazoo2) find several applications, mainly
thanks to the wide range of motion. The advantages of these systems are: wide capture
areas, indoor as well as outdoor use, no lighting restriction, no occlusion related problem
or missing markers and the miniaturize size of the sensor that does not interfere with
the motion [87]. A disadvantage is the integration noise that leads to low frequency
random walks that de facto limit the time span. This effect can be partially compensated
by using magnetic field sensors that sense heading for attitude [55] or a GPS-aided
Inertial Navigation System for position compensation. As in magnetic systems, human
motion reconstruction is possible only through a knowledge of the kinematic model of
the subject captured and the relative position of sensor-limbs must be computed through
a calibration process.
Both magnetic and inertial systems allow to reconstruct only kinetic parameters of
the motion of the subject but not its shape due to the reduced number of markers
(transmitters/sensors) that can be practically applied.
Optoelectronic MoCap
Vision-based mocap systems have a high potential thanks to the great improvements
achieved in video sensing and image processing. Vision based motion capture can be
divided into two categories: marker and markerless. In both these groups the motion of
the subject is reconstructed by analysing the sequence of images captured by cameras.
Marker based mocap systems recover human motion by triangulating a set of markers
(passive or active) placed on the subject limbs. In this category it is possible to identify
many successful commercial products: Vicon, Qualisys, WordViz.
Both categories suffer of the problem of self-occlusion: limbs of the analysed subject
interfere with the measure partially hiding the body to the cameras.
In marker-based systems the self-occlusion problem is related to the fact that to re-
construct the 3D position of the marker this must be directly visible by at least two
cameras. This is not assured especially for complex motions, in which the marker is
hidden by the limbs of the user causing missing detection. This can be a problem if a
1http://www.xsens.com/
2http://www.animazoo.com/
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significant portion of markers are missing for a long period of time, especially for systems
with a low number of markers (< 100).
A further classification of marker based systems can be performed on the basis of
markers typology: passive or active.
In passive marker based systems the most commonly used marker is constructed of
small spheres, Figure 3.5.5, covered with a highly reflective material. These markers
are associated with active cameras that emit infrared light, Figure 3.5.3. The marker
detection process in images captured is straightforward since it consists in a simple
threshold of the intensity of the image. This low computational complexity in image
elaboration is traduced into high achievable capturing frequency. Main drawbacks of
these systems are: marker ambiguity, swapping and positioning.
Marker ambiguity arises from the fact that there is no distinction between two markers
because both appear identical in all images. Since it is not possible to actuate an error-
free automatic marker identification, it is required the intervention of a trained human
operator that assists the process of markers labelling. This operation has to be repeated
if the marker is not reconstructed for a self-occlusion problem.
This ambiguity limits also the maximum number of markers that can be employed
in a single subject without introducing too many markers swap. Markers swap appears
during the reconstruction of the trajectory of a marker in an acquisition. If two markers
are placed very close to each other it is possible that the two are confused and the label
assigned swapped. This leads to a bad motion reconstruction. The number of markers
that can be employed in this case is not sufficient to have a reconstruction of the shape
of the body of the subject.
The illumination of the environment is another important element. For passive marker
systems, bad light conditions are represented by the presence of reflective material in
the scene that interfere with marker identification or can create artefacts that lead to
wrong 3D reconstruction.
The setup of these systems can be complex and time consuming since markers must be
placed one by one. In clinical applications the markers position must be chosen carefully
to obtain good results. These particular positions, called bony landmark, correspond
to points in which the distance between skin and underlying bone is minimum, [48, 7].
These landmarks must be identified by a trained operator and are not always directly
accessible. In order to obtain valid kinematic measurements the marker positioning must
follow also a detailed procedure operator in order to reduce the variability of results [42].
Active marker systems address specifically the problem of marker ambiguity employing
spherical flashing light emitting diodes (LEDs) as markers. These markers communicate
their identities encoded with pulses of light [94]. The light pulses encoded identities
solve the marker labelling procedure.
A different solutions to light pulses was proposed by [115] which solved markers am-
biguity relying on markers with different colours. [57] proposed instead a binary coding
of the markers.
However the number of marker identifiers that can be generated with these systems
is reduced and not suitable to reconstruct the shape of the subject. These systems
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found some applications in simple gait analysis, [59], and motion capture (Qualisys,
PhaseSpace).
In recent years, markerless vision systems have proven to be a valid alternative to
marker-based technologies [78, 24, 23] providing a direct and dense surface reconstruction
of the subject.
Markerless algorithms are based on silhouettes: using a high number of cameras all
around the workspace, images can be processed to extract 2D profile of the subject;
these represent a set of visual cones. The intersection of these cones is a volumetric
representation of the subject, [10]. By using kinematics and dynamics models it is pos-
sible to estimate kinematic and dynamic parameters of motion by fitting the models
to the estimated surfaces. Accuracy and reliability are critical points. In particular,
since the resulting shape can be very complex, the method can generate protrusions,
and it is not able to handle cavities. For these reasons hybrid systems were introduced,
[5]. These systems combine markerless (silhouette) and marker (natural texture of the
subject) strategies to improve accuracy. The main drawback is that the system requires
a customized room (uniform background). Despite their great simplification in the mea-
surement procedure the reduced accuracy still remains an issue since natural landmarks
are less accurate than their artificial counterparts. The complexity of human kinematics
modelling also introduces uncertainties.
Another interesting approach is to turn the capture system inside-out, as proposed
by [91] placing the cameras on the subject limbs. Despite the innovative approach and
the improved capturing space, the cameras on the limbs can obstacle free movements.
However camera miniaturization will partially solve this problem. One important in-
terference factor is represented by the limbs motion that can induce camera rotations
that can cause an accuracy deterioration. Also this system requires the definition of the
kinematic model of the subject. Being the cameras worn by the subject this system is
able to reconstruct only the subject motion but not his shape.
Since November 2010, a low cost vision system based on IR lighting patterns projection
came on the market, the Kinect. Human posture is obtained by means of a classificator
used directly on images [92] while human motion is estimated by means of the points
reconstructed in the 3D domain.
A complete shape reconstruction of the subject is possible only using multiple monoc-
ular views from one sensor, [103]. [79] proposed a different solution based on more than
one sensor but with the limit of an asynchronous acquisition due to pattern interfer-
ence of different sensors, [98]. The problem with both approaches is the registration of
different scansions.
Kinect is however an excellent trade-off between accuracy and cost. Despite the high
number of points reconstructed and a fast segmentation of body limbs, this system
provides low accuracy for clinical applications. Hybrid approaches have been used to
improve the accuracy of this system, especially for hand movements [114].
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Soft tissue artefacts
Because of the direct observation of soft tissues motion, i.e. subject skin, all the above
motion capture systems suffer from soft tissue artefacts, or STAs, that can severely
degrade accuracy.
Inaccuracies introduced by STAs are much larger than stereophotogrammetric ones
and are both systematic and random in nature. The pattern of the artefact is task and
subject dependent which prevents an experimental generalization and compensation.
The artefacts are highly correlated in time and frequency content with the acquired
motion, thus avoiding filtering techniques to be effective.
STAs are therefore considered the bounding error source in evaluating the skeletal
motion by optoelectronic systems recording markers on the skin.
The STAs effects have been investigated by several authors, [17, 86, 63] and addressed
in two different ways: avoiding the interference or minimizing it. It is possible to com-
pletely avoid STAs but only with invasive techniques like radio-opaque markers im-
planted on the bone [66] or bones pin [60, 97].
On the other way it is possible to minimize the effect of STA with numerical techniques
[25] or the Point Cluster Technique (PCT), [3, 2]. The PCT considers a large number
of markers uniformly distributed on the body segments, each with an assigned arbitrary
mass that can be varied from sample to sample. The eigenvalues of the inertia matrix
are calculated and its variations minimized assigning a proper mass to each point in an
optimization procedure. In this way the noisy points are weighted less than the stable
ones. The eigenvectors of the same matrix provide the reference system for each body.
2.2 Dynamic parameters estimation
The study of the human motion is subjected to the measurement of kinematic and
dynamic variables. While the kinematic studies how the body moves, the dynamic is
concerned about the study of the causes of the motion, i.e. forces and torques.
The general term given to the forces that cause the movement is kinetics. The kinetics
take into consideration both internal (muscle activity, ligaments, or the friction in the
muscles and joints) and external forces (muscle activity, ligaments, or the friction in the
muscles and joints).
The knowledge of the patterns of the forces is an useful information in many fields:
evaluate different chirurgical reconstruction techniques [62], comparison of rehabilitation
exercises [68] or athletes performances [50].
The measure of forces is possible with two approaches: direct or indirect. The first
rely on the direct measurement of the forces that the muscle generates. The second
method allows an estimation of the forces on the basis of the inverse dynamic analysis
of motion.
In the direct approach transducer are implanted within the the limbs to study and and
measure the elongation of the tendon of the muscle in analysis, [49, 58]. A classification
of transducers employed can be performed on the basis of the physic principles on which
15
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Figure 2.2.1: From anatomical to link-segment modelling.
they are based: the variation of the electrical resistance of liquid metal strain gauge
(LMSG), [14], the deformation of strain gauges mounted on a rectangular buckle frames,
[38], the displacement of a steel tube covered with Teflon coupled to a Hall generator,
[41].
Main disadvantages with these method are that: only invasive devices are applicable,
these devices must be compliant enough to measure the tissue tension without interfering
with movement, their implant is limited in time because the development of fibrous
healing reactions and a calibration is required in order to convert the output signal into
a strain or a force, [85]. Since these techniques are highly invasive have found applications
only in animal experiments.
The indirect approach of measurement of the forces instead is based on the inverse
solution of the equation of the dynamics. With a full kinematic description of the body
in analysis, accurate anthropometric parameters and external forces measurement, it is
possible to calculate the joint reaction forces and muscle moments. The process by which
the reaction forces and muscle moments are calculated is called link-segment modelling,
or LSM, [107].
The LSM replace an anatomical model with a simpler model in which joints are
replaced by hinge joints and segments are replaced by masses and moments of inertia
located at each segment’s centre of mass, Figure 2.2.1.
This model rely on some assumptions:
• each segment has a constant mass located at its Centre Of Mass, or COM
• the location of each segment’s COM remains fixed respect the reference system of
the segment during the movement
• the joints are considered to be hinge joints
16
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Figure 2.2.2: Free-body diagram of a segment, showing reaction and gravitational forces,
moments of force, and linear and angular accelerations.
• the moment of inertia of each segment about its mass centre is constant during
the movement
• the length of each segment remains constant during the movement
With this model each body segments acts independently under the influence of external
and internal forces can be analysed separately respect to the others. Considering the
movement of a segment on a plane, Figure 2.2.2, is possible to define a system of equations
of free-body diagram of a single segment as follow:
∑
Fx = max∑
Fy = may∑
M = I0α
(2.2.1)
A full description of kinematic parameters of the body can be obtained with the
motion capture system, described in previous Section 2.1. While inertial motion capture
systems give a direct measurement of the linear and rotational acceleration of the limbs,
magnetic and optoelectronic give an indirect measure of the acceleration. An estimation
of the acceleration of each limb can be calculated with a double integration of the results
of displacement. In presence of noise this operation is quite tricky. In this work we solve
this problem relying on an interest property of the Wavelets.
External reaction forces, ground reaction forces, can be measured with special sensors
called force platforms. These platforms are constituted by a base under which are
mounted 3 or more load cells. Elaborating these data is possible to calculate the centre
of pressure and the component of the forces in three directions.
Anthropometric parameters estimation
Anthropometric parameters that are required to calculate the forces are: mass of the
limb in analysis, location of Centre Of Mass or COM, and the moments of inertia of
body segments.
17
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Figure 2.2.3: Setup of volume calculation by immersion realized by New York University.
Determination of the arm volume.
These measures have been determined with various methods. In particular the mass
definition of limbs was based on the idea that exist a relation between human body
size and its mass distribution properties. The definition of these model was based on
measure on cadavers and comparison with living,[29, 21, 74]. The idea is to obtain a
direct measure of segment volumes in conjunction with density tables. [44] was the
first to introduce two techniques estimate the volumes based on non invasive techniques:
volume immersion and computational method.
Volume immersion technique consists in the determination of how much water is dis-
placed by the submerged segment. A typical setup of volume calculation by immersion
is shown in Figure 2.2.3.
The computational method consists in the approximation of the limb in analysis with
a frustum of a cone. In order to obtain a better approximation of the volume the limbs
can be subsequently subdivided into segments of equal height.
[32] proposed also the volume calculation of a segment based polar planimeter pho-
togrammetric method, [105]. The reliability of this technique was proven by [47].
Main limitation of these studies is represented by the fact that many of the subjects
used in the studies were biased towards a specific gender or population type, an thus the
model of mass distribution may not be valid for different gender or population.
More recently measurements on living were performed by[112] using gamma mass
scanning. The problem presented by this approach is that is based on using of electro-
magnetic radiations that can cause health issues to the patients and also requires high
cost for the setup.
[22] presented an experimental technique to measure of the mass of a distal segment
18
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Figure 2.2.4: Reaction method for segment mass calculation.
called the reaction-board method. The subject is placed on a board supported by two
knife edges one on a fixed base, the other on the platform of a weighing scale, Figure
2.2.4. The desired segment is lifted to a defined and repeatable positions and the mass
of the limb can be calculated with the formula:
M = (SM − So)D
d(1− cosψ) (2.2.2)
where: SM is the measured reaction force for a given position, So is the measured
reaction force a 0 position, D is the distance between the two knife edges, d is the
distance between from the segment COM to the proximal joint, ψ is the angle between
the segment and the horizontal.
While this method can be performed in vivo the procedure is quite slow and allow to
retrieve only the mass of the segment and not its moment of inertia.
The density of the body was estimated by [22] as a function of the Ponderal Index
(PI) defined as PI = h/w1/3, where h is the height of the subject and w is its weight.
The density function proposed is:
d = 0.69 + 0.9PI (2.2.3)
Since the density of the upper limb is quite different from lower some studies were
performed on cadavers, [44, 29], to correlate whole-body density to segment density.
These studies produced the graph reported in Figure 2.2.5.
The calculation of the COM for each limb was performed on cadaver by [44] simply
determining the centre of balance of each segment. The method proposed by [107] is
to calculate the centre of mass in vivo segmenting the profile cross-sectional area of the
limb in analysis into n sections, Figure 2.2.6. The COM is calculated as the weighted
mean of each segment with the formula:
x = 1
M
n∑
i=1
mixi
19
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Figure 2.2.5: Density of upper and lower limb segments as a function of average body
density.
Figure 2.2.6: Calculation of the COM by sectioning the limb in n segments.
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Figure 2.2.7: Quick release technique setup.
[22] proposed also a method to compute the mass moment of inertia called: quick
release. This method rely on the well known Newton’s second law: M = Iα. If it
is possible to apply a moment M to the limb in analysis and measure the angular
acceleration α, I can be directly calculated. The setup of the quick release technique is
shown in Figure 2.2.7.
A different approach was used by [111] which adopted a geometric approach. The body
of the subject is split into 40 geometric solids which are specified by 95 anthropometric
measurement and density is considered uniform in each segment. The main disadvantage
with this technique is that is time consuming since can take 40 minutes for each subject.
Recently this approach was refined by [40] which used a more complex geometric model
with take into account also the different density of bones and lungs.
With the digitize techniques possible with 3D laser scanners the accuracy of volume es-
timation increased. Their use in body inertial parameter estimation is however inhibited
by the cost and the time to obtain a complete scan, [103].
Also structured light techniques are stimulating new method to estimated the volume
of the body segments, [84, 20]. These system are faster and cheaper than 3D laser
scanners but with lower accuracies.
While these system give better results in terms of accuracy of volume estimated, rel-
ative motion between subject-sensor, due breathing or involuntary movements, remains
an issue.
Superquadrics and anthropometric parameters estimation
In the analysis of the literature of different methods to recover the anthropometric inertia
parameters of human limbs from 3D data, superquadrics suggested a compact solution
to the problem.
After a brief description of the formulation of superquadrics and some of their applica-
tion in the field of object modelling and recognition we report the formulas to analytically
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calculate the moments of inertia of the superquadrics. In Subsection 3.4.3 we propose a
method to estimate inertial parameters of the human limbs.
Superquadrics, firstly introduced by [6], is a natural an extension of quadratic surfaces.
A superquadrics is defined as the solution of the implicit equation:
f(x, y, z) =
((
x
a1
) 2
ε1 +
(
y
a2
) 2
ε2
) ε2
ε1
+
(
z
a3
) 2
ε2 (2.2.4)
Scaling factors along the coordinate axes x, y and z are respectively controlled by
parameters a1, a2 and a3.
Parameters ε1 and ε2 instead determine respectively the shape of the superquadric in
a plane perpendicular and parallel to the (x, y) plane, Figure 2.2.8.
Looking at the implicit formulation of the superquadrics, Equation 2.2.4, is possible
to recognize the ellipsoid equation enriched with two the two shape parameters ε1 and
ε2.
Aside the implicit formulation there is a parametric formulation, in which superquadrics
are represented in spherical coordinates η and µ as follows:
S(µ, η) =
 a1 cosε1(η) cosε2(µ)a2 cosε1(η) sinε2(µ)
a3 sinε1(η)
 , −pi2 ≤ η ≤ pi2−pi ≤ µ ≤ pi (2.2.5)
While the parametric formulation, Equation 2.2.5, is particularly suitable for sampling
and rendering, the implicit formulation, Equation 2.2.4, gives a direct information on
the position of a 3D points respect the superquadric surface. In particular considering
the superquadric defined by the implicit equation f(x, y, z) and the point P with the
coordinates (x, y, z) we have that:
• if f(x, y, z) = 1 → the point P lies on the surface of the superquadric
• if f(x, y, z) < 1 → the point P is inside the superquadric
• if f(x, y, z) > 1 → the point P is outside the superquadric
This formulation is also called inside− outside function, [93].
Superquadrics are convenient since with a compact model defined by only 5 parameters
(a1, a2, a3, ε1, ε2) allows to handle a variety of shapes, Figure 2.2.8.
These properties were exploited principally to create compact model of 3D object and
to recover object position in space.
[61, 18] used superquadrics to build a model of a generic 3D objects from range data.
The modelling procedure of the object adopted are respectively based on the region
growing principle and the split and merge approach.
[8, 56] performed 3D object detection with a geometric model description using ap-
proximated Superquadrics and RANSAC. While Superquadric fitting procedure is fast
and reliable the data segmentation phase is quite time consuming.
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ε2 = 1
ε2 = 2
ε1 = 0 1 ε1 = 1 ε1 = 2.
.
X Y
Z
Figure 2.2.8: Different superquadrics that can be obtained with different values of expo-
nents ε1 and ε2. Parameters a1 , a2 and a3 are kept constant.
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Figure 2.2.9: Superquadric defined with a general position and orientation in space.
Superquadrics were also used to reconstruct 3D human models from body scan data,
[108]. A whole scansion of a human body, obtained with laser scanners, is processed
to obtain a coarse segmentation of the points cloud into limbs with a topology-based
decomposition. This segmentation is then refined with a consistency measure algorithm
then each segment is fitted with a superquadric. While this method prove the utility
of superquadrics in 3D human shape retrieval problems, segmentation of 3D data with
complex postures of the subject remains an issue.
All these works rely on a cost function based on the implicit formula of the su-
perquadrics. [93] firstly proposed a cost function for superquadric parameters calcu-
lation. The cost function is build on the implicit equation of superquadric as follows:
F ε1(x, y, z)− 1 (2.2.6)
where F is the implicit equation of the superquadric. The exponent ε1 ensures that,
despite of the current value ε1 of the superquadrics, points at same distance from the
superquadrics have the same value of F (x).
[93] proposed also a cost function to further reduce the error metric dependence on
the ratio of the size parameters a1, a2 and a3.
The equation is the follow:
√
a1 · a2 · a3 · F ε12 (x, y, z)− 1 (2.2.7)
The cost functions here reported refers to a superquadric defined in a local, or su-
perquadric, centred coordinate system, Figure 2.2.9.
A superquadric in a general position requires 6 additional parameters to express the
rotation and translation of the superquadric relative to the centre of the world coordinate
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system. In Figure 2.2.9 the position and orientation of the superquadrics is defined by an
homogeneous transformationH to transform the 3D points expressed in the superquadric
coordinate system [xs, ys, zs, 1] into the world coordinates [xw, yw, zw, 1].
Another interesting feature of the superquadrics is that the volume and moment of
inertia of the superquadrics can be obtained analytically with the formula proposed by
[52].
The volume of a generic superquadric can be computed with the formula:
V = 2a1a2a3ε1ε2B
(
ε1
2 + 1, ε1
)
B
(
ε2
2 ,
ε2
2
)
(2.2.8)
Where B (x, y) is an integral defined as:
B (x, y) = 2
ˆ pi
2
0
sin2x−1 φ · cos2y−1 φdφ (2.2.9)
The moments of inertia of a superquadrics about the x, y and z axes can be calculated
as follows:
Ixx =
1
2a1a2a3ε1ε2
(
a22B
(3
2ε2,
1
2ε2
)
B
(1
2ε1, 2ε1 + 1
)
+ 4a23B
(1
2ε2,
1
2ε2 + 1
)
B
(3
2ε1, ε1 + 1
))
(2.2.10)
Iyy =
1
2a1a2a3ε1ε2
(
a21B
(3
2ε2,
1
2ε2
)
B
(1
2ε1, 2ε1 + 1
)
+ 4a23B
(1
2ε2,
1
2ε2 + 1
)
B
(3
2ε1, ε1 + 1
))
(2.2.11)
Izz =
1
2a1a2a3ε1ε2
(
a21 + a22
)
B
(3
2ε2,
1
2ε2
)
B
(1
2ε1, 2ε1 + 1
)
(2.2.12)
Assuming a constant density of the superquadric with these formulas is possible to
calculate relative the mass and the inertia of the superquadric.
Wavelets properties and derivative calculation
Wavelet transforms are a high performance signal processing technique which have been
employed with success in many field of applications: image compression, de-noising,
analysis of analytical signal. One of the last field of application is derivative calculation.
The simplest method for derivative approximation is with finite differences, but with
real signal we have a rapid degradation of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) .
[89] proposed a general approach to derivative calculation using wavelet transform.
Their paper shows how that wavelet transforms can be regarded as a smoothing and a
differentiation process, and the order of differentiation is determined by the property of
the wavelet function. Here we analyse this property.
A wavelet is a function ψ of zero average:
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+∞ˆ
−∞
ψ(t)dt = 0
This function is dilated and translated respectively with the parameters s and u:
ψu,s(t) =
1√
s
ψ
(
t− u
s
)
The wavelet transform of a function f with scale s and translation u can be computed
by the correlation of f with the wavelet:
Wf(s, u) =
+∞ˆ
−∞
f(t) 1√
s
ψ
(
t− u
s
)
dt
One of crucial property of wavelets, for differentiation purposes, is the vanishing mo-
ments. The wavelet ψ(t) is said to have n vanishing moments when:
+∞ˆ
−∞
tkψ(t)dt = 0 0 ≤ k < n
A wavelet with n vanishing moments has the property to be orthogonal to polynomial
of degree n − 1, i.e., it can be used to suppress polynomial of degree n − 1 through
convolution.
As stated by [71] a wavelet function ψ can be written as the n-th order derivative of
a function θ(t) as follows:
ψ(t) = (−1)n d
nθ(t)
dtn
(2.2.13)
where θ(t) is a function with fast decay and whose integral is a non-zero constant.
The wavelet transform is defined as the projection of a function onto the wavelet. The
wavelet transformation of a generic f function can be written as:
Wf(u, s) = f õ ψ¯s(u) with ψ¯s(t) =
1√
s
ψ
(−t
s
)
(2.2.14)
Deriving from 2.2.13 ψ¯s(t) = sn d
nθ¯(t)
dtn . Commuting the convolution and the differenti-
ation operator we obtain:
Wf(u, s) = snf õ d
nθ¯(u)
dtn
= snd
n(f õ θ¯)
dtn
(u) (2.2.15)
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2.3 Multicamera calibration
The calibration of the multicamera system is an essential step to obtain precise 3D re-
construction and reliable results of motion estimation. Multicamera calibration is the
procedure to find the parameters of the cameras model that describe the relationship:
between 3D world and 2D images observed by a camera (calibration of intrinsic pa-
rameters) and cameras reference systems (calibration of extrinsic parameters). Typical
calibration procedure consists of two steps: control points localization and the camera
parameters calculation.
[113] proposed a user-friendly camera calibration method based on a known 2D planar
object.
The object taken as reference (or calibration tool) is a chessboard printed on a plane
with well known dimensions in which control points are corners of squares. Synchronous
images are captured by the cameras with the chessboard in different position and orien-
tations, Figure 2.3.1. Corner positions are then extracted and the cameras parameters
are computed. On the basis of this procedure, in these years, have been developed several
single camera [12] and multicamera calibration software [102]. The chessboard calibra-
tion pattern have been used because of the sub-pixel precision that can be achieved in
the points detection, [65].
Main limitation with this calibration pattern is that all the control points are equal
to the others (corner of black and white squares). The position and orientation of the
calibration pattern can be recovered from an image only if all the control points are
visible (full visibility of the pattern). A partial visibility of the grid in a image results
in a useless image for calibration purpose, Figure 2.3.1.
The full visibility requirement affects both calibration of distortion and extrinsic pa-
rameters.
Indeed a good estimation of distortion parameters can be obtained with a high number
of control points at image borders, since there image distortions are stronger, Section
2.3.1. Recover control points at image borders (and ensure full visibility of the pattern)
is a delicate operation that can be time expensive if must be repeated for a medium
multicamera system (~10 cameras).
Extrinsic parameters estimation require that the calibration pattern to be fully seen
by two or more cameras. If the full visibility of the chessboard in two cameras is not
assured it is not possible to recover the relative orientation between cameras. Figure
2.3.1, and thus calibrate the system.
The full-visibility problem was addressed in many papers that have developed calibra-
tion techniques based on different calibration pattern.
Common idea is to use control points that have distinctive properties. [34] uses mark-
ers with bi-tonal planar patterns containing a unique ID number encoded with robust
digital techniques of checksums, Figure 2.3.2.
[83] uses an arbitrary textured planar pattern as calibration tool. The pattern is
automatically detected in the frames where it is visible and used to simultaneously
recover geometric and photometric camera calibration parameters. Despite flexibility
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Figure 2.3.1: Sample images for camera calibration with [12] calibration toolbox. Visi-
bility of the pattern must be ensured to allow the position reconstruction.
Left: Valid images, the chessboard is entire visible. Right: Invalid images,
the chessboard is partially out of image plane.
Figure 2.3.2: Bi-tonal markers used for multicamera calibration by [34]. Overlapped
with each marker the distinctive numeric ID.
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and illumination invariance in this algorithm the image distortions are not computed.
[82] developed a calibration algorithm based on the tracking of a random dotted pat-
tern able to deal with different lighting conditions and partial occlusion of the grid. The
main drawback is that the algorithm is only invariant to scale and rotation of the pattern
in image plane but not to out of plane.
Another approach proposed by, [73, 67, 99, 96], is the self-calibrating approach. These
systems does not assume the knowledge on known shape objects but uses only natural
landmarks. Main disadvantage of these system is that the reconstruction is possible only
up to a scale factor.
2.3.1 Camera model
Shape reconstruction and motion estimation have to deal with the mathematical and
geometrical description of the image formation and the formulation of the multiple view
geometry. In this section will be introduced and described the camera model employed.
From a mathematical point of view, a camera can be seen as a mapping between the
3D world (object space) and a 2D image. This mapping can be expressed with different
models, mathematically formalized with matrices. In [45] are presented and analysed
different camera models.
In this section we will describe the simplest camera model: the pinhole model and we
will generalize it to the finite projective camera.
The pinhole camera model is defined with a centre of projection C to be the origin of
a Euclidean coordinate system, and a plane Z = f , which is called the image plane or
focal plane, Figure 2.3.3.
Figure 2.3.3: Pinhole camera geometry. C is the centre of projection, p is the principal
point. Two reference system are presented: camera and image reference
system.
The camera reference system has the origin at centre of projection C and the Z axis
perpendicular at image plane. This axis is called principal axis. The point of intersection
of principal axis and focal plane is called principal point p.
With the pinhole camera model a point in space with coordinates X = (X,Y, Z) is
mapped to the point on the image plane x = (fX/Z, fY/Z, f), where a line joining the
point X to the centre of projection C meets the image plane.
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Using the homogeneous vector representation this mapping can be written in terms
of matrix multiplication:
 fXfY
Z
 =
 f 0f 0
1 0


X
Y
Z
1
 (2.3.1)
or:
x = PX (2.3.2)
Where x is the image point, P is called projection matrix and X is the point in 3D
space.
The Expression 2.3.1 assumes that the origin of coordinates in the image plane is
at the principal point and the focal length is considered equal in x an y direction. In
practice, this is not true: the pixel may be rectangular and thus the length in x and y
direction are different (fx, fy). Also the two reference system may be shifted as shown
in Figure 2.3.4. .
Figure 2.3.4: Image (x,y) and camera (xcam, ycam) reference system
The mapping becomes:
 fX + ZpxfY + Zpy
Z
 =
 fx x0 0fy y0 0
1 0


X
Y
Z
1
 (2.3.3)
or:
x = PXcam = K[ I |0 ]Xcam (2.3.4)
The matrix K is called the camera calibration matrix. In 2.3.4 we have written
(X,Y, Z, 1) as Xcam to emphasize that the camera is assumed to be located at the
origin of a Euclidean coordinate system with the principal axis coincident with Z axis
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direction, and the point Xcam is expressed in this coordinate system. Such a coordinate
system may be called the camera coordinate reference system.
Extrinsic Parameters
In general a point will be defined respect another coordinate system called world coor-
dinate reference system. Camera and world reference system are related with a rotation
R and a translation t.
Figure 2.3.5 shows the relation between a point expressed in a world reference system
and its coordinate on the image plane. Dotted arrows represent the two transformation
O
C
Xcam
Ycam
Zcam
P
R,t
K
Xim Yim
Yworld
Zworld
Xworld
Figure 2.3.5: Camera model used. Relations between world , camera and image reference
system.
( and ) between the three reference systems (world, camera and image).
This relation can be formalized as follows:
Xcam =
[
R t
0 1
]
Xworld =
[
R t
0 1
]
X
Y
Z
1
 (2.3.5)
Putting together this equation with 2.3.4 we obtain:
x = PXworld = K
[
R t
0 1
]
Xworld (2.3.6)
This general mapping for a pinhole camera the projection matrix P = K[R|t], has 10
degree of freedom: 4 forK (fx, fy, x0, y0) and 6 for R and t. The parameters contained in
K are called the internal camera parameters, or the internal orientation of the camera.
The parameters of R and t which relate the camera orientation and position to a world
coordinate system are called the external parameters or the exterior orientation.
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The calibration procedure aims to identify the parameters that characterize these
transformation for each camera.
Lens distortion
The linear model of mapping in Equation 2.3.6 shows deviation in real optical systems.
The most important deviation is caused by radial and tangential distortion. The radial
effect is predominant.
A point is imaged at a distance from the principal point that is larger (pin-cushion) or
smaller (barrel) than the predicted one by the perspective projection equations 2.3.6.The
distance is calculated from the central point. The effect of radial distortions are shown
in Figure 2.3.6.
Figure 2.3.6: Image distortion caused by real lens. Left: image not distorted. Centre: pin
distortion. Right: barrel distortion. Distortion increases with the distance
from the centre of image.
The distortion effects can be compensated using the Brown’s distortion model, [13]. In
Equation 2.3.7 the distorted coordinate in image plane (xd, yd) are undistorted (xu, yu)
to obtain the point projection in an ideal pin-hole camera.
{
xu = (xd − xcam)(1 + κ1r2 + κ2r4 + ...) + (2Ô1(xd − xcam)(yd − ycam) + Ô2(r2 + 2(xd − xcam)2))
yu = (yd − ycam)(1 + κ1r2 + κ2r4 + ...) + (Ô1(r2 + 2(yd − ycam)2)) + 2Ô2(xd − xcam)(yd − ycam))
(2.3.7)
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In this Chapter is described in detail the algorithm proposed to perform shape recon-
struction and motion analysis in terms of kinematic and dynamic parameters estimation.
In each Section is described a step of the process of motion capture and motion
analysis framework developed in this research work. In Figure 3.0.1 a flow chart shows
the relation of various steps.
In Section 3.1 are described the algorithms realized to generate the color coded pattern
plotted on the suit as well as the strategies to extract the barycentre, shape and colour
of the markers.
Section 3.2 analyses the algorithm proposed to reconstruct the 3D shape starting from
the marker extracted from the images captured by cameras.
The multicamera calibration algorithm realized to calibrate the GaMoCap is described
in Section 3.3.
Section 3.4 is articulated in three subsections: motion segmentation, kinematic and
dynamic parameters estimation.
A detailed analysis of the uncertainty with Monte Carlo Method of the angle at joints
estimated with our system is reported in Section 4.2. In this Section is presented also the
comparison of the angle at joint estimated with our system and the commercial system
Vicon.
3.1 Feature extraction
The feature extraction is the procedure to detect the circular marker plotted on the
suit in the image and create a descriptor for each marker. These steps are essential
to associate the marker through different cameras and calculate their 3D coordinate.
Figure 3.1.1 shows the block on “Feature extraction” with an higher level of detail.
In this Section are described the algorithms proposed to identify the marker position
in image, Subsection 3.1.1, and the assignation to each marker of unique descriptor called
ID, Subsection 3.1.3.
The feature description is a color based procedure. In Subsection 3.1.2 is described
the algorithm implemented to recognize the different colours of the markers.
3.1.1 Feature detection
The feature detection is the procedure of calculation of 2D coordinate on image plane of
the coloured markers, identification of their neighbour and the selection of the marker
relative to the garment.
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Multicamera
Calibration
Images 
Acquisition
Features
Extraction
3D Shape
Reconstruction
Motion
Analysis
Figure 3.0.1: Flow chart of the motion capture and analysis framework developed.
Features Extraction
Color
Recognition
Features 
DescriptionMarkers Extraction NMNSearch
Garment
Markers
Identification
Features Detection
Figure 3.1.1: Flow chart of Features Extraction step. It is divided in Features detection,
Color recognition and Features description.
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Figure 3.1.2: Canny edge detection result(right) on a image(left) of the GaMoCap suit.
In this Subsection two different algorithms used for marker detection are described:
Canny and MSER. Each one has pro and cons depending on the specific application.
Furthermore it is analysed in detail the technique developed to identify the neighbours
of the marker even with high distortion.
Once identified the markers and their neighbours ,it is applied a filter operation that
keeps only the marker relative to the garment on the basis of their regular disposition.
The result of feature detection algorithm on each image is a matrix that contains only
the coordinate of the marker relative to the garment and their color.
Canny
The first algorithm used to detect marker centroid is Canny operator [15]. The RGB
image, acquired by the camera, is transformed into a grayscale. Canny edge extraction
is performed on the grayscale image. With an opportune tuning of the two thresholds
of the Canny algorithm (upper and lower) it is possible to detect most of the circular
markers on the image.
The result of a Canny edge extraction on grayscale image is a binary image, in which
each pixel is equal to 1 if it is relative to an edge and 0 if it is not, Figure 3.1.2.
From this binary images we can consider each set of connected pixel as a distinct
object, called contour. These contours are identified with an implementation of the
algorithm presented by [95].
Figure 3.1.2 shows that among the edges relative to the markers there are many other
edges relative to background objects. Since the edges relative to markers are ellipses
(projection of circles) it is possible to identify the markers setting a tolerance on the
ratio of perimeter and area of each contour, Equation 3.1.1.
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Figure 3.1.3: Edge coalescence effect due to a low resolution
Perimeter
Area
=
√
2 · (a2 + b2)
ab
± tolerance (3.1.1)
wherea = MajorAxisLength and b = MinorAxisLength. If this condition is verified,
the object is considered as a marker, otherwise it is deleted.
The pro of this feature detection algorithm is the speed of elaboration: 85 ms per
image. The main disadvantage is represented by the minimummarker resolution required
to have a good detectability.
If the number of pixels is not sufficient (low resolution) the edges coalesce and the
markers are wrongly identified, Figure 3.1.3. With edge coalescence fails also color
identification of the marker, since color of different markers are mixed together.
This factor limit the subject-camera distance and the detectability of marker with an
high inclination respect image plane.
MSER
As an alternative to edge detector to identity markers we used a blob detector algorithm
called MSER (Maximally Stable Extremal Regions ).
The algorithm was initially proposed by [72] for a robust wide-baseline stereo associ-
ation.
The algorithm allows to identify regions with stable characteristics. The regions are
defined solely by an extremal property of the intensity function in the region and on its
outer boundary.
The concept of extraction of this region can be explained as follows: Imagine all the
256 possible threshold images It of a 8-bit gray-level image I. Each threshold image It is
the result of a threshold of the grey image I with the threshold value equal to t = 1...256.
If these images It are shown sequentially, we would see first a white image (t = 1)
because all the pixels are above thresholds. Subsequently, with the increase of the
threshold value t, black spots corresponding to local intensity minima will appear and
grow. The last threshold image It, relative to threshold t = 256, will be all black. The
set of all connected components of all frames of the sequence of images It is the set of
all maximal regions. In many images, local binarization is stable over a large range of
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Figure 3.1.4: MSER marker detection. White pixels are relative to marker identified.
Markers with high inclination are correctly segmented
thresholds in certain regions. MSER seeks a range of thresholds that leave the connected
components effectively unchanged.
The result of MSER applied on a grayscale image of GaMoCap images is shown in
Figure 3.1.4.
Once the algorithm has identified the Maximally Stable Extremal Regions in the
image, it is possible to calculate the property of area and perimeter of each region. Also
in this case it is necessary to distinguish between marker and non-marker regions. The
filter operation based on geometry properties is the same used in Canny, Equation 3.1.1.
In Figure 3.1.4 is possible to notice that even marker projection of image plane with
few pixels are correctly identified and well separated with MSER.
The main drawback for this algorithm is that is slower than Canny (150 ms per image).
Nearest Neighbour with Mahalanobis
For feature description purposes, Subsection 3.1.3, it is necessary to identify the 8 nearest
(euclidean) neighbour markers in image space for each marker on the garment, Figure
3.1.5.
This procedure is a typical classification problem and it was firstly called by [37] as
Nearest Neighbour search.
The KNN (k-nearest neighbour) algorithm implemented in [51] is an out of the box
solution to detect the 8 (3x3) nearest neighbours of a marker in euclidean space, Figure
3.1.5. While the nearest neighbours of the marker that lay on a surface almost parallel
to plane image correspond to the nearest in euclidean space, this is not true for markers
with high inclination surface-camera.
When the surface with the marker and its neighbours has an high inclination respect to
the image plane, the second crown of neighbours (5x5) gets close to the central marker.
The graph in Figure 3.1.6 shows respectively the case with low (Left) and high (Right)
surface-image inclination. In the case of low inclination of surface-image the circular area,
defined by the distance between the central marker and the most distant 3x3 neighbours,
includes only the 8 neighbours. In the high inclination case the area includes a larger
number of neighbours. In this case, in the first 8 nearest neighbours in euclidean space,
there are markers which belong to the second crown of neighbours. This leads to a wrong
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3x3 neighbour
5x5 neighbour
central marker
Figure 3.1.5: 3x3 and 5x5 nearest neighbour markers.
identification of 3x3 neighbours.
Figure 3.1.7 shows an example of marker with low and high surface-image inclination.
This problem was solved developing a Nearest Neighbours search based on the use of
Mahalanobis distance, called Nearest Mahalanobis Neighbours or NMN.
This technique takes advantage of the fact that the circular markers which lie on a
plane with an high inclination respect to the image appear as ellipses with the major
axis aligned with the axis of the rotation of the plane, Figure 3.1.6. The major axis of
a marker gives thus a hint of the marker surface inclination respect to the plane of the
image.
Figure 3.1.6: Left: low inclination surface-image. The circular area encloses only the 8
(3x3) neighbours. Right side: high inclination surface-image, the circular
area encloses only the 8 (3x3) neighbours.
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Figure 3.1.7: Example of low and high surface-image inclination.
The NMN algorithm developed is a two step search. The first step is a classical KNN
search in euclidean space to find the first 25 nearest neighbours of a central marker. The
second step consists in a calculation of the Mahalanobis distance of the central points to
the 25 neighbours. The points are then sorted in an ascending order respect to the value
of their Mahalanobis distance. The first 8 points are considered to be the 3x3 nearest
neighbours.
The number of nearest neighbours was chosen empirically equal to 25. We have indeed
observes that even under high inclination surface-image the 8 (3x3) nearest neighbours
remain in the 25 euclidean nearest neighbours.
The Mahalanobis distance, [69], is a statistical measure to identify similarity of an
unknown sample set to a known one.
By defining two points P = [p1, p2, ..., pn] and Q = [q1, q2, ..., qn] , the Mahalanobis
distance is defined as:
d(P,Q) =
√
(P −Q)TC−1(P −Q) (3.1.2)
where C is the sum of the covariance matrix CP and CQ respectively of the two points
P and Q.
In our case the Mahalanobis distance was used not in a statistical sense. In our case
the points P and Q are represented by the mean of the pixel coordinates identified as a
marker, Equations 3.1.3 and 3.1.4, and their covariance is calculated as the covariance
of the coordinate of the pixels, Equations 3.1.5 3.1.6 and 3.1.7.
x¯j =
1
n
n∑
i=1
xij (3.1.3)
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Original image MSER Markers
Figure 3.1.8: Markers barycentre and covariance. Left: Original image. Centre: Marker
extracted with MSER. The pixel identified as belonging to one marker are
white, the others black. Right: Barycentre of the marker (red) and the
covariance of each marker (green).
y¯j =
1
n
n∑
i=1
yij (3.1.4)
cjxx =
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(xij − x¯)2j (3.1.5)
cjxy =
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(xij − x¯j)(yij − y¯j) (3.1.6)
cjyy =
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(yij − y¯j)2 (3.1.7)
where n is the number of pixels that are identified by MSER and belonging to the
marker j, xi and yi are respectively the coordinate of the i-th pixel, x¯jand y¯jare the
barycentre of the marker and cjxx,cjxy and cjyy are respectively the values of the covari-
ance matrix C relative to the marker j.
Figure 3.1.8 shows the result of MSER marker detection with the relative barycentre
and the ellipses that represent the covariance. The marker in the top left corner lays on
a surface with an high inclination respect to the image and thus has an elliptical shape.
The covariance of each markers is represented as an ellipse in Figure 3.1.8-Right.
The NMN approach was tested with both synthetic and real images. The synthetic
test consists in the creation of a grid of 25 makers disposed on a 5x5 grid as shown in
Figure 3.1.9-Left. To this image it is applied a transformation to simulate a reciprocal
rotation between the camera and the marker Figure 3.1.9-Right. It is possible to notice
in Figure 3.1.9-Right that the true marker neighbours (red) of the central marker (blue)
are correctly identified as nearest neighbours even with an high inclination.
In the real case this can be seen in Figure 3.1.10. The marker 3x3 neighbours are
identified in 5 different images captured by different cameras even with high inclination
surface-image and low pixel resolution.
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Figure 3.1.9: Nearest Mahalanobis Neighbours search result in synthetic test. Left: cen-
tral marker (blue) with its 8 neighbours (red) and non neighbours markers
(grey). Right: Simulation of a high angle between plane of the marker and
the camera one. Neighbours are correctly identified thanks to NMN.
Figure 3.1.10: NMN result on real images. Same marker and its neighbours are identified
even if the marker has an high inclination respect image plane.
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1
234
Figure 3.1.11: Neighbours sorting respect to the angle formed with the nearest in eu-
clidean space.
The 8 neighbour, once identify correctly, are sorted with respect to the angle they form
with the vector that connects the central marker with the nearest neighbours in euclidean
space, Figure 3.1.11. This is a pre-elabration step useful for feature description.
Garment marker identification
After marker extraction it is necessary to identify the markers that belong to the suit
and the markers that belong to the background. A Distinctive feature of the markers
on the garment it is the disposition on a regular grid. For this reason we realized a
filtering operation able to discern the marker of the garment on the base of neighbours
disposition. In the non deformed conditions and with no inclination surface-image the
neighbours are arranged on the edges and vertices of a square, Figure 3.1.5. In a high
inclination surface-image the neighbours are arranged on the edges and vertices of a
parallelogram, Figure 3.1.9.
We thus generalized the disposition of the neighbours of a marker with these 3 sen-
tences:
1. vectors that connect two opposite neighbours respect to the central marker have
the same length Figure 3.1.12-Left
2. vectors that connect two opposite neighbours respect to the central one must be
aligned Figure 3.1.12-Center
3. vectors that connect three neighbour on the same edge are aligned Figure 3.1.12-
Right
In the algorithm implemented the markers are filtered by:
1. setting a threshold on the difference of the norms of the vectors v1 and v2. The
points that respect this inequality, |‖v1‖−‖v2‖ < |0.1 ·max(‖v1‖, ‖v2‖), are consid-
ered as valid. This condition is verified for all the 4 couples of opposite neighbours.
2. setting a threshold on the difference of the angles of the vectors v1 and v2. The
inequality to be respected is |∠v1 − ∠v2 − 180°| < 20°, where ∠v1 and ∠v2 are
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Figure 3.1.12: Distinctive features of markers on the garment. Left: vectors that connect
two opposite neighbours respect to the central marker have the same
length. Centre: vectors that connect two opposite neighbours respect
to the central one must be aligned. Right: vectors that connect three
neighbour on the same edge are aligned.
respectively the angles that vectors v1and v2 form with the horizontal axis. This
condition is verified for all the 4 couples of opposite neighbours.
3. setting a threshold on the difference of the angles of vectors v3and v4. The in-
equality to be respected is |∠v3 −∠v4| < 20°, where ∠v3 and ∠v4 are respectively
the angles that vectors v3and v4 form with the horizontal axis. This condition is
verified for all the 4 edges.
If all these 12 (4+4+4) conditions are satisfied then the marker and its neighbours are
considered as belonging to the garment.
Figure 3.1.13 shows the markers identified with MSER and the result of the filter
operation described.
3.1.2 Color recognition
The color recognition is the task to recognize the color of a marker and assign one of
the 4 possible labels: 0-red, 1-yellow, 2-green, 3-blue. This label is used to encode the
identity number of the marker, Subsection 3.1.3. The algorithm that we developed has
to be robust and be able to deal with different illumination conditions of the markers
(shadows) and with different type of suits. To solve this task and obtain a robust color
recognition we proposed an algorithm which rely on the markers disposition on a regular
grid to select and clusters colours markers in Hue color space.
The algorithm here proposed to detect the colours of the markers is articulated in two
steps:
• marker color conversion to HSV
• color clustering in Hue space
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Figure 3.1.13: Garment marker identification based on grid disposition. Left: all markers
detected in image. Right: marker which satisfies the three condition of
neighbours disposition.
As describe in Subsection 3.1.1 we are able to discern the marker of the suit respect to
the markers on the background thanks to their disposition on a regular grid. The RGB
mean value of each marker is calculated and stored as a distinctive property. Since we
want a robust algorithm which is illumination independent we decided to work in a color
space in which we can separate the component of the illumination.
We chose HSV and in particular we use the information of the Hue channel, since
“the hue ... is invariant to surface orientation, illumination direction, and illumination
intensity under the assumption of dichromatic reflectance and white illumination” [39].
Figure 3.1.14 shows the HSV cylindrical-coordinate representations of points in an RGB
color model. The Hue starts conventionally from the red (0°) goes to yellow (60°) to
green (120°) to blue (180) to return to the red (360°).
Since the numbers of the colours of the markers on the garment are known a priori (4)
we cluster the hue value of the markers with a K-means algorithm. Figure 3.1.15 shows
on the right a sample image and the marker on which is performed the color clustering
analysis. On the left is visible the histogram of the hue of the markers. The 4 groups of
colours are easily identifiable.
With this clusterization the color-label assignation is straightforward: the first group
represent red markers and these will receive the label equal to 0, the second are yellow
markers with a label equal to 1, the third and forth are respectively green and blue
markers with labels equal to 2 and 3.
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Figure 3.1.14: HSV color coordinate cylindrical representation.
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Figure 3.1.15: Color clustering. Left: Marker detected that belong to the suit. Right:
Histogram of the colours of the image build on the hue of marker detected.
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3.1.3 Feature descriptor
The feature descriptors are widely used in a number of vision related tasks: stereo recon-
struction, objection recognition, tracking. Their scope is to give a compact description
of an image content. Wanted characteristics of descriptors are:
• Affine invariant. The descriptor must be invariant to change in scale, rotation,
viewpoint changes.
• Locality. Features are local, so robust to occlusion, clutter and change in scene
illumination
• Distinctiveness. The can differentiate a large database of points.
• Efficiency. Feature extraction must be able to reach real-time performance.
The main purpose of feature descriptor in this work is to solve the correspondence
problem, i.e. identify the same marker in different images in order to reconstruct its 3D
position.
With a discrete feature definition, as for the markers on the garment, we developed
a feature description based on the colours of the 3x3 neighbour markers. The idea is
simple yet powerful: to each marker is assigned a unique identification number, or ID,
color coded with its neighbours, Figure 3.1.17.
The ID uniqueness of each marker allows to achieve a robust multicamera matching
and tracking even with an high number of markers per cm2.
This approach was firstly proposed by[77] which developed a pseudo-random colour
coded feature descriptor based on 3 colours and the v × w neighbour.
The code developed consists in a square pseudo-random matrix, M , of size L (k = l =
L). To each element mij within M is assigned one letter from a palette of A possible
letters. Since M is a pseudo-random array, the location of each element mij (with at
least 8 neighbours) in M is completely determined by the letters contained in the v×w
neighbourhood of mij .
[77] used in his system only a projector (to project the grid) and a single camera to
reconstruct the shape of a static object.
While in his work there are no limitations (except code repetition) on sequences gen-
eration we imposed some others constrains:
1. generates a high number of codes
2. every block of 3× 3 points is unique
3. blocks are rotation independent
4. blocks must overlap
The first requirement is due to the fact that if we want to reconstruct the shape of
the subject we need a high density of marker per cm2 that covers all the body. The
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Figure 3.1.16: Camera-marker rotation changes during the motion.
density of markers per cm2 is a trade-off between relative distance camera-subject and
the accuracy with which we want to measure the surface.
Markers size and spacing depend on the application: a full motion capture requires
cameras placed a congruent distance (~2-3 meters), bigger markers and higher spacing
between them. For a single limb analysis the distance camera-subject can be reduced
(~1 meter) as markers diameter and spacing.
We decided to generate unique blocks of 3× 3 markers to ensure shape reconstruction
of smaller limbs. These blocks are indeed compact and well fits the arm of an adult.
The numerical sequence that can be generates is of length equal to 9.
In order to ensure a robust color recognition even in different lighting condition the
number of color was chosen equal to 4. The maximum numbers of blocks with these
values is qn = 49 = 262144. The convention adopted to label the colours is: red=0,
yellow=1, green=2, blue=3.
The second requirement ensure no-ambiguity of markers association in different images
captured by different cameras.
The third constrains is introduces because when the subject moves the relative rotation
between a block and the camera changes, Figure 3.1.16. We have thus no information
about where to start to read the sequence of neighbours. This can be resolved in two
ways: the first one is to use a cyclic code, the second one is to use special markers to
identify the principal directions. In order not to use special marker, which will introduce
unnecessary complexity, we choose cyclic code.
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A cyclic code means that the sequence can be read starting from any digit. A cyclic
code reduces the number of blocks since we have to eliminate the code that can be
obtained by a rotation of the same code around the central marker, Figure 3.1.17-Center.
The digit in the sequence which refers to the central marker is always the first and
does not change with the rotation. For this reason in next examples the first digit will
be omitted.
The rotation of the block around the central marker can be regarded as a shift (forward
or backward) of the sequence by d positions.
For example if we consider a block defined by the sequence 02341221, with 1 shift
forward we will obtain 10234122. Notice that the last digit is now at the begin of the
sequence.
Since we are using a cyclic code the two sequences refers to the same block and are
translated to the same ID. For this reason we have to eliminate the blocks that are
produces by a rotation (or a shift) of another block.
With length n = 8 (because the centre of the block is fixed) we have only four cases
of possible shifts, one for each divisor of n:
1. 1 shift, e.g. 00000000
2. 2 shifts, e.g. 10101010
3. 4 shifts, e.g. 01000100
4. 8 shifts, e.g. 10000000
In case 1 we obtain an identical sequence with just one shift (forward or backward). In
case 2 we obtain an identical sequence with 2 shift forward of the sequence displayed.
In case 3 we obtain an identical sequence of the one displayed with just 4 shifts. In case
8 we obtain a unique sequence that can not be generated by shifting another (8 shifts
means that each digit remains at its position).
To compute the number of sequence of n = 8 digits that can be generated we use the
follow theorem:
Theorem 1 The strings of length n with an alphabet of q letters have equal shifts for
each divisor d of n.
Denoting by sd the number of d shifts, we have:
s1 = q
s2 = q2−q
provided that 2 | n and in general:
sd = qd−
∑
i<d,i|n
si
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The number of different shifts of all the strings of length n with an alphabet of q letters
is:
1
d
sd
In our case with n = 8, q = 4 we have qn = 48 = 65536 strings (sequences). Their
shifts are:
d sd 1/d sd
1 4 4
2 12 6
4 240 60
8 65280 8160
Σ qn 8230
We have only 8160 strings with 8 different shifts. These considerations were made for
the 8 points around the centre of a block. Since every centre can assume one of the 4
colours there is a maximum of q · s8 = 4 · 8160 = 32640 sequences.
The fourth requirement, Figure 3.1.17-Bottom, allows to generate a compact grid of
blocks which can be exploited to filter wrong IDs and add missing IDs. This property
is described in details in next subsection.
The sequences are defined on a numerical base of q = 4 (colours). In order to manage
the sequences with more ease we performed a change of base. We translated the sequence
with base 4 to a decimal number with the polynomial form. Each number can indeed
expressed as a sum of powers which have for base the base of the numeration system
and power the position occupied by the digit:
n =
m∑
k=1
akB
k
where B ≥ 2 is the base of numeration, ak is the k-th digit that can assume values
0 ≤ ak ≤ B−1 , ak ∈ N, m is the number of the digits by which the number is composed,
n is the decimal number.
The numerical sequence of 9 elements can thus expressed as a decimal number with a
simple change of base as in this example: 1023412214 → 1 · 48 + 0 · 47 + 2 · 46 + 3 · 45 +
4 · 44 + 1 · 43 + 2 · 42 + 2 · 41 + 1 · 40 → 7792910.
Since we used a cyclic code and there is no a defined starting marker to read the
sequence, we have 8 possible sequences to be translated. Each sequences is produced by
a shift forward of the precedent. The first digit, correspondent to the central marker, is
fixed. For example the sequence 102341221 has 8 possible shifts:
1. 0 shift: 102341221
2. 1 shift: 110234122
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Figure 3.1.17: Marker properties. Top: Color coded ID assignation to blocks. Centre:
No rotational property of markers. Bottom: Sequences overlap.
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3. 2 shifts:121023412
4. 3 shifts:122102341
5. 4 shifts:112210234
6. 5 shifts:141221023
7. 6 shifts:134122102
8. 7 shifts:123412210
We defined as main sequence the one which produce the higher decimal number. This
main sequence defines also a unique order in which the sequence have to be read. So,
after the detection of the markers which are a centre of a sequence, we compute all the
8 possible basis transformation and then we keep the maximum. This is the ID of the
marker.
In the example above the sequences, after a change the change of basis, assume re-
spectively the values:
1. 1023412214 → 7792910
2. 1102341224 → 8501810
3. 1210234124 → 10317410
4. 1221023414 → 10771310
5. 1122102344 → 9246410
6. 1412210234 → 13780310
7. 1341221024 → 13275410
8. 1234122104 → 11510810
The main sequence is the 6-th since it produces the number with maximum value
(137803). This is the ID of this marker.
The Theorem 1 allows only to compute the total number of sequence that can be
produced with the desired properties, but not how to arrange them.
In the implementation we thus relayed on a brute force approach: the algorithm firstly
generates a list of all possible sequences, then, starting with a seed-block, tries to arrange
them. When the algorithm does not succeed to add more sequences undoes the last 3
sequences arranged and start again with a different sequence. The algorithm finishes
when no other sequences can be arranged on the grid.
With this algorithm we were able to create a grid of 90 rows and 90 columns for a
total of (rows− 2)(cols− 2) = 7744 sequences.
This number of sequences is much lower than the theoretical one (32640) because
the constrain of overlap. Anyway we were able to produce with this grid a suit with
a sufficient density of marker per cm2 suitable for a shape and motion reconstruction,
Figure 3.1.18.
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Figure 3.1.18: Pieces of the suit with the coloured coded pattern.
Garment mapping
The realization of the suit to reconstruct the motion was achieved cutting out from the
grid of 90×90 markers the pieces of the suit, Figure 3.1.18. Since the markers on the cut
edge have no 8 neighbours a direct ID assignation for these markers it is not possible,
thus the number of the marker with a valid ID with the suit show in the image is 2933.
With the image of Figure 3.1.18 it is possible to build a map of the suit. The map will
contains information about which IDs are on the suit and also their relative position.
This map of the suit it is useful for two purposes: filter out wrong IDs and add missing
IDs.
A wrong ID calculation on the suit be caused by three factors: fold on the garment,
ID generation in correspondence of the seams and wrong color association of markers.
The suit has been realized in Spandex, an elastic tissue which assure a good adhesion
of the garment to the body of the subject. Yet is possible that, when performing some
motions or when the suit it is not stretch enough, the garment fold covers one or more of
markers, Figure 3.1.19-Left. Another possible wrong ID assignation is in correspondence
of the seams. Different pieces of the suit when attached together can generate new ID
getting close two rows of markers, Figure 3.1.19-Right.
A wrong color recognition of a marker occurs with a poor marker resolution. In this
case the noise of the image sensor and the color interpolation of the Bayer mask lead to
a wrong color association of the marker and thus a wrong ID. Figure 3.1.20 shows an
example were a blue marker (label=3) is labelled as a green marker (label=2), because
of the poor resolution and the image noise.
A simple solution to these problems is given by the garment mapping. The ID asso-
ciated of a marker and the ID of the neighbours is checked with the map. If these IDs
are congruent with the disposition of the IDs on the map then the ID of the marker is
kept, otherwise is eliminated.
Figure 3.1.21 shows and example of wrong ID generation in correspondence of a seam.
In Figure it is also visible the marker with the same ID but in the correct position. The
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Figure 3.1.19: Possible wrong ID assignation. Left: Two fold of the garment that hide
some markers. Right: Seam of two suit pieces that generate a new ID.
Figure 3.1.20: Wrong marker color association. The arrow indicates the markers that is
classified as a green marker (label=2) instead of a blue marker (label=3).
The numbers in white are the color-labels of the each marker. The num-
bers in green indicate the order in which they marker should be read to
generate the ID.
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Figure 3.1.21: Wrong ID generation on seam correspondence. In red is represented the
ID and the neighbours which generates a ID not compatible with the map.
The green one is the correct.
first one will be eliminated.
Garment mapping is also useful to add ID to markers for which it is not possible
to calculate directly the ID since one or more of 8 neighbours are occluded. With the
knowledge of the map it is sufficient that one or more neighbour have an ID and this
information can used to “fill the holes”..
Figure 3.1.22 shows a typical example in which for the marker highlighted with the
green circle it is not possible to detect the 8 neighbours because they are occluded by
the hand of the user. For this marker and all the markers in the same row it is not
possible to calculate directly the ID. The map allows to spread the information of the
neighbours to the marker without an ID, Figure 3.1.23, to obtain an higher number of
detected markers and thus more complete reconstruction.
Figure 3.1.24 shows the result of ID-adding thanks to the map. Red asterisks indicate
markers for which is possible to calculate the ID. Blue asterisks indicate markers that
receive an ID thanks to the neighbours ID and the map. It worth noticing that this
operation add a lot of markers to 3D shape reconstruction.
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Figure 3.1.22: Occlusions can cause the missed detection of the 8 neighbours and thus
the central marker (green circle) will not receive an ID.
Figure 3.1.23: Marker for which it is not possible calculate and ID will receive one thanks
to the ID of the neighbours and the garment map.
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Figure 3.1.24: ID added thanks to the garment map. Red asterisks indicate marker for
which the ID is calculated relying on the colours of the neighbours. Blue
asterisks indicate markers that receive an ID thanks to the neighbours ID
and the map
3.2 Shape reconstruction
In this Section is described the algorithm used to reconstruct the shape of the subject.
Respect multi-stereo approach in this work we adopted a pure multicamera strategy.
In previous works, [27, 28], shape reconstruction was performed using a multi-stereo
approach. Each couple of camera is considered a system isolated to each other. For each
couple of cameras the markers are extracted and associated and a 3D cloud of points is
produced.
The main advantage with this approach is that the features have a little distortion
since the images captures with the stereo-pair have very similar view point. This speed
up the process of intra-image feature association.
One of the most critical point in the multiple stereo approach is originated from the
fact that the points cloud generated from each stereo-pairs must be fuse in a singe points
cloud. A multi-stereo approach requires also a partial overlapping of the points clouds
of different stereo-pairs.
Merging different cloud of points is performed with classic points registration algo-
rithms, like ICP [101], or with more complex approach that take into account uncertainty
propagation, compatibility analysis and Bayesian data fusion, [28].
Thanks to the unique feature descriptor developed, 3.1.3, it is possible to directly
associate markers among the images captured with all cameras on the base of the ID
associated to each marker.
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Figure 3.2.1: Mid point triangulation algorithm.
One of the simplest triangulation algorithm is the mid point triangulation, [46].
The mid point triangulation calculate the 3D point coordinates as the point of mini-
mum distance of the two optical rays passing through the optical centre and the projec-
tion of the point on the image plane, Figure 3.2.1. This algorithm allows to recover the
3D position of a point taking in account only points projection on two different cameras
plane. In order to adapt this method to our multicamera setup, in which are possible
more than two marker projection, we developed a two step algorithm. First step consist
in the evaluation of a first guess of the 3D position of each marker with an ID associated
with a distance weighted mid point algorithm. Second step refine the position all the
markers with an optimization phase based on Sparse Bundle Adjustment.
In the first step the triangulation of a marker seen by n cameras is achieved considering
all the possible combinations, m, of each couple of cameras. For each combination k of
the cameras i and j are stored the 3D coordinates of the mid point, Pk, and the distance
of the optical rays, dk. A low value of the optical ray distance dk indicates condition
near to the ideal case, in which the the two optical ray meet in one point. The optical
ray distance is used as a value to filter out possible outlier since an high optical distance
to indicates a possible bad ID calculation (fold of the garment, bad color association)
or a bad system calibration (camera moved accidentally). The point Pk with a distance
between optical ray dk above 20 mm are considered outliers and thus discarded.
The value of the m points obtained with this method are meaned using as weight the
square of the inverse of distance of the optical rays, dk, as show in Equation 3.2.1.
P = 1
w
m∑
k=1
Pk · 1
d2k
(3.2.1)
where P is the point in 3D space, w is the sum of the weighting factors w = ∑mk=1 1/d2k,
Pk and dk are respectively the mid point and the distance of the optical ray obtained by
the k mid point calculation.
The second step is a Sparse Bundle Adjustment optimization implemented by [64]
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Figure 3.2.2: Images captured by GaMoCap system and the result of shape reconstruc-
tion with the algorithm proposed.
which allows to refine the position of the 3D points.
The images captured by the multicamera system and the result of shape reconstruction
are shown in Figure 3.2.2.
3.3 Multicamera calibration
In this Section is described the algorithm developed to calibrate the GaMoCap multi-
camera system.
The algorithm proposed to calibrate the GaMoCap is simple and reliable. The basic
idea is to replace the chessboard pattern used by [12] with the same coloured pattern
used for the garment, Section 3.1.3, printed on a planar surface. The unique ID of
each marker indeed resolves the problem of partial visibility and makes the intra-camera
points correspondence straightforward.
Steps of the algorithm proposed are:
1. capture of synchronized images of the calibration pattern
2. marker extraction and ID assignation for each cameras and each frame
3. intrinsic parameters calculation for each camera
4. first guess of extrinsic (camera connection graph and minimum path with Dijkstra)
5. sparse bundle adjustment (SBA) optimization of extrinsic parameters
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Figure 3.3.1: GaMoCap multicamera calibration: calibration grid captured by 4 different
cameras
Intrinsic calibration
The first step in calibration procedure consists in the synchronized capture of images
with all cameras of the GaMoCap calibration pattern, Figure 3.3.1. After each shot
the pattern orientation and position is changed, taking care to cover all the image area
of each camera. Obtain control points at image border is an essential step for good
distortion parameters estimation.
Usually for a full-motion capture the camera are placed in a ring configuration (all
around the subject) to obtain a full shape reconstruction. While moving the calibration
pattern it is important to “close” the ring, i.e. make sure that the first and last cam-
eras of the ring can see the calibration grid. This operation assure a good parameters
optimization with SBA.
The second step consists in the extraction of coordinates of the markers from images
and the ID assignation. Since coloured pattern of the calibration plane is the same of
the garment, the algorithms that perform marker extraction and ID assignation are the
same of the one described respectively in Subsection 3.1.1 and Subsection 3.1.3.
The third step is intrinsic parameters calculation for each camera. The algorithm used
is the one proposed by [113] and implemented in OpenCV,[51]. For each camera the al-
gorithm takes as input the 2D coordinate of the marker extracted with a valid ID in each
image and the correlated 3D coordinate of the calibration plane. The pose (orientation
and position) of the calibration plane in each image is initialized with a closed-form
solution, followed by a non-linear refinement based on the maximum likelihood criterion
of Equation 3.3.1.
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
∥∥∥mij − mˇ(K,iRCG,i tCG,Mj)∥∥∥ (3.3.1)
here mˇ(K,iRCG,i tCG,Mj) is the projection of pointMj in image i1 according to the Equa-
1In this Subsection the letter i will be used to refer to the i-th image captured by the camera, and also
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Figure 3.3.2: Grid to camera transformations at time instant i, i+1, i+2
tion 2.3.5 followed by distortion according to 2.3.7.
The algorithm returns the vector of camera distortions, k, the matrix of intrinsic
parameters, K, and the n rotation matrices, iRCG, and translation vectors, itCG, that
express the transformations of grid (calibration plane) reference system respect camera
reference system at i-th time instant, Figure 3.3.2.
Since the calibration grid may not be entirely seen by the camera in this step the
number of markers of calibration plane visible in the i-th image are stored. These data
will be used to build the camera connection graph described in next section.
Connection graph
For simplicity, instead of using rotation and translation matrices, to express the trans-
formation between references system will be used the homogeneous matrix notation,
Equation 3.3.2.
iH =
[
iRCG
itCG
0 1
]
(3.3.2)
The strategy on which is based the determination of first guess of extrinsic parame-
ters (relative rotation and translation between cameras reference system) is explained
through an example.
When the calibration plane is visible by two cameras, called A and B, at time i and
its rotation and translation are computed for both camera it is possible to write the
roto-translation between the cameras reference systems, Figure 3.3.3.
This is formalized in Equations 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.{
PA =i HAG PG
PB =i HBG PG
(3.3.3)
to the i-th time instant at which the image was capture. Since all the cameras are synchronized, the
images i captured by two different cameras refer to the same time instant.
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Figure 3.3.3: Homogeneous transformation from Grid to Camera A and B at time i.
where PA, PB and PG are the same point defined respectively in reference system
of camera A, B and G.iHAG is the homogeneous transformation from grid (calibration
pattern) reference system to system A and iHBG is the homogeneous transformation from
grid (calibration pattern) reference system to system B. Solving the second Equation
of the system 3.3.3 respect PG and substituting into first Equation we obtain Equation
3.3.4, that express the relation between cameras system A and B.
PA = iHAG
(
iHBG
)T
PB (3.3.4)
In practice, the calibration object may never be seen by all cameras (taken two by two)
simultaneously. It is thus impossible to compute the direct homogeneous transformation
between each couple of cameras as in Equation 3.3.4. In order to handle non-overlapping
cameras and be able to compute an homogeneous transformation for each couple of
cameras we decide to rely on Graph Theory.
Introduced by Euler in 1736, formalized by [26] and [43] a graph can be defined as a
pair of sets G = (N,L), where N = [n1, ..., nm] is the vector of nodes of the graph G and
L = [l1, ..., lO] is the vector of the links. Graph theory can be extended by assigning a
weight to each link of the graph. Graphs with weights, are used to represent structures
in which connections have some numerical values. Such weights might represent, for
example, costs, lengths or capacities.
Another important theoretic concept of the Graph Theory are the walk. A walk can
be defined as a sequence of nodes and edges, with an initial and a final node, and all the
intermediate nodes. A walk is called a path if each link is covered only one time.
In our case the nodes are representation of the cameras, the links the direct connection
of two cameras at a certain time instant as in Equation 3.3.4.
The weights of the links express how much a connection between two cameras is
good. The weights are calculated as the maximum number of points of the grid seen
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Figure 3.3.4: Graph representation of multicamera connection during the calibration
phase.
simultaneously by the camera connected for all times instant. A higher weight is a
stronger bound between cameras.
Figure 3.3.4 show the connection among 4 cameras that see the calibration grid at
different time instants. Top: at time i the grid can be see by cameras A and C, at time
i+1 by B and C, at time i+2 by cameras B and D. Bottom: graph representation of
these connections.
The graph relative to the camera configuration must be built elaborating the data
obtained by camera intrinsic calibration. The number of markers in the calibration grid,
seen by each camera at each time instant, are stored in a matrix with as many rows
as cameras that have to be calibrated and as many columns as image captured by each
camera (relative to a well defined time instant). This matrix is called camera2time. At
the element (c, i) of this matrix is stored the number of points of the grid seen by the
camera c at the time instant i.
In a matrix with same dimensions, called HTcamera2time, are stored the homogeneous
transformation matrices that at a well defined time instant express the grid reference
system to a determined camera. At element (d, j) of this matrix is stored the homoge-
neous transformation matrix, jHdG, that express the transformation of the calibration
grid respect the camera d at the time instant i.
A simplified example involving 3 cameras (A,B,C ) and 4 images per camera is shown
in Figure 3.3.5. Top-Left: camera2time matrix stores the number of the point of the
grid recovered by each camera at each time instant. Top-Right: HTcamera2time matrix,
stores the homogeneous transformation matrices of the grid respect each camera at each
time instant. Camera B at time t=1 and camera A at time t=4 do not see the calibration
grid, thus the homogeneous transformation matrix it is not recovered.
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Figure 3.3.5: Example of calibration of 3 cameras and 4 images taken at 4 different time
instant.
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Figure 3.3.6: Matrix representation of the graph connection.
Camera2time and HTcamera2time matrices are used to build the graph.
The information of the links between the nodes (cameras) and their weight can be
expressed with matrix notation. The matrix, called connection matrix, is a symmetric
square matrix with has as many rows as cameras that have in each element a numerical
value that express the weight of connection between two cameras, Figure 3.3.6. If the
element has value 0 means that there is no a direct connection between two cameras.
On the diagonal the value is set to 1 because is the connection of the camera with itself.
The connection matrix is build evaluating each column (time instant) of camera2time
matrix. For each column is kept the maximum value that connect two cameras.
Once the camera connection tree is build, we have to determine the best estimation of
homogeneous transformation between the camera chosen as reference, called main and
all the others cameras.
In our case best estimation is the one that exploit the biggest number of points recon-
structed of the calibration grid to estimate the transformation between two camera.
This problem is solved with weighted graph theory. The convention of weigh of connec-
tion between two cameras is: lower weight → strong connection. We take the reciprocal
of each element in the connection matrix. With this convention is possible to find the
optimal path with the shortest path theory.
In graph theory, the shortest path problem is the problem of finding a path between
two vertices (or nodes) in a graph such that the sum of the weights of its constituent
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edges is minimized.
The shortest path was found with the implementation of the Dijkstra’s algorithm,
[30]. For a given source node in the graph, the algorithm finds the path with lowest sum
of weight between that node and every other node.
The node taken as the source of the graph correspond to the main camera, the camera
chose as the world reference system. Once identified the shortest path from each node
to main node it necessary just to compose the homogeneous matrix in the right order
to obtain the first guess of extrinsic parameters.
The algorithm implemented can identify if one (or more) node are detached form the
source node and thus a path is not computable. This formulation of the estimation of
the first guess of the extrinsic parameter allows to deal with non-overlapping cameras
and free the camera positioning.
SBA optimization
As last step the extrinsic parameters are optimized with the sparse bundle adjustment
implementation of [64]. Provided with initial estimates of extrinsic parameters obtained
with graph, BA refines homogeneous transformation matrix among cameras by minimiz-
ing the reprojection error between the observed and predicted image points.
The minimization is typically carried out with the aid of the Levenberg-Marquardt
(LM) algorithm. The lack of interaction among parameters for different 3D points and
cameras results in the underlying normal equations exhibiting a sparse block structure.
SBA exploits this sparseness by employing a tailored sparse variant of the LM algorithm
that leads to considerable computational gains.
In Figure 3.3.7 are reported the reprojection errors in x and y direction in image
plane before and after SBA optimization. After calibration, the mean reprojection error
achieved in our setup was lower than 1 pixel.
Figure 3.3.8 shows the camera reference system of a classic setup GaMoCap of 11
cameras. In Figure the reference system chosen as world was computed in order to have
the subject moving at origin proximity.
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Figure 3.3.7: Reprojection errors before and after SBA optimization in x an y direction.
Figure 3.3.8: Reference frames of the 11 cameras respect world reference after calibration
procedure.
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Figure 3.4.1: Flow chart of Motion analysis step.
3.4 Motion analysis
In this Section are described the algorithms proposed to estimate the kinematic and
dynamic parameters of motion.
Flow chart of Figure 3.4.1 shows the block relative to Motion analysis with an higher
level of detail.
This Section is articulated in 3 Subsections: motion segmentation, kinematic param-
eters estimation and dynamic parameters estimation.
In Subsection 3.4.1 is addressed the problem to divide the cloud of 3d points recon-
structed with GaMoCap in limbs by analysing how they move. Subsection 3.4.2 describes
the kinematic parameters estimation and focus the attention on angle estimation at joints
and the compensations of Soft Tissue Artefacts (STAs).
Subsection 3.4.3 describes the algorithm to estimate the forces and torques at joint
with GaMoCap.
3.4.1 Motion segmentation
The analysis of the kinematics with GaMoCap is possible by elaborating the series of
3D point reconstructed while the subject moves. The first step in this procedure is to
determine which point belong to each limb by analysing how it moves, this problem is
called motion segmentation.
As pointed out in [100] among the algorithms for motion segmentation, the best per-
forming is the one proposed in [110], called Local Subspace Affinity, or LSA. LSA is a
general framework for motion segmentation exploiting the fact that different 3d point
trajectories lay in different linear manifolds. The idea is to: estimate the local linear
manifold for each trajectory and build an affinity matrix on some measure of the dis-
tance between each pair of manifolds. Once the affinity matrix is built a K-means-based
clustering algorithm is applied to group the trajectories compatibles with different limbs.
The LSA algorithm can be divided into five main steps:
1. rank estimation of trajectories matrix
2. data transformation
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3. subspace estimation
4. build of affinity matrix and clustering
Before starts with LSA it is necessary to reorder the data. The 3D clouds of points
reconstructed in each time instant are thus re-organized in a trajectory matrix. This
matrix has many columns as many points have been reconstructed and many rows as
the time instants for which the motion was recorder. If some points are reconstructed
only in few time instants are deleted.
For an acquisition of F time instants with P points reconstructed the resulting tra-
jectory matrix is:
W =
 w11 . . . w1P... . . . ...
wF1 . . . wFP
 (3.4.1)
Where wij = [xij , yij , zij ] is the 3D position of the j-th point at the i-th time instant.
Building this matrix with GaMoCap clouds is very easy since each point has at each
time instant an unique ID, Subsection 3.1.3.
Rank estimation
The first step of LSA consist in the rank estimation of the trajectory matrix W . The
rank of the matrix depend on how many different limbs compose the trajectory matrix
and the constrains (joints) between them.
The algorithm consists in estimating the rank of W by using Model Selection tech-
niques, [54]. The rank r is estimated as:
r = argminr
λ2r+1∑r
k=1 λ
2
k
+ kr (3.4.2)
Where λi is the the i− th singular value of W , and k a parameter that should depend
on the noise. The higher the noise level is, the larger k should be used.
Data transformation
As suggested in [110], given the trajectory matrixW and its estimated rank r it is possible
to perform a data transformation. This data transformation provides a dimensionality
reduction, a normalization of the data and a preparation for next step: the local subspace
estimation. Basic idea is to consider each of columns ofW as a vector in R3 and to project
them onto the Rr unit sphere. An example of a 2D point trajectories reprojected in a
R3 sphere is shown in Figure 3.4.2. In the Figure the white dots are trajectories which
belong to one object while black dots are trajectories which belong to another object,
which undergoes to different motions.
In order to perform this transformation, SVD is applied to the matrix W3F×P . As-
suming its rank equal to k the matrix is decomposed as:
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Figure 3.4.2: Example of data transformation and of trajectories that belong to two
different subspaces of dimension 2 projected into an R3 unit sphere. The
two circles are the 2 subspaces. The trajectories label are represents colour-
coded: black dots are points with trajectories which belong to one motion
while black dots are trajectories which belong to another motion.
W3F×P = U3F×k ·Dk×k · V Tk×P (3.4.3)
Each column of V (:, 1 : k)T is then normalized to project it onto the unit sphere. Then
is performed the segmentation on these vectors.
Subspace estimation
As can be noticed in Figure 3.4.2, the points lie on two different subspaces, the two
different circles. It worth notice that the closest neighbours of a point lie on the same
underlying subspace.
The idea is to estimate the subspaceα of a points by taking local samples form itself
and its n neighbours. Tanks to the reprojection on the Rk sphere, the neighbour of
each trajectories can be estimated using the arccos(αT1 α2) ∈ [0, pi] . The value of the n
neighbour to take into account must respect n+ 1 ≥ d, where d is the highest dimension
of the linear subspace generated by the cluster. If the motion is rigid d is chosen ≤ 4
while in the case of an articulated motion d ≤ 7. In our case we chose d = 7 and thus
n ≥ 6.
For each trajectory from W , the sub-matrix Wβ containing only the trajectory β
in analysis and its n nearest neighbours are extracted. The rank of Wβ is estimated
again using the rank selection. Knowing the rank ofWβ and using SVD the bases of the
subspace S(β) can be computed.
A problem is represented by the point in correspondence to the intersection between
two subspaces. Due to noise not all the points that belong to the same body lie exactly
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Figure 3.4.3: Left: Affinity matrix relative to trajectories of three clusters. Right: Affin-
ity matrix rearranged after the spectral clustering.
on the same subspace. The sampled nearest neighbours could indeed belong either to
“correct” subspace or to the others. This problem will be solved with the Point Cluster
Technique, or PCT, Subsection 3.4.2.
Affinity matrix and clustering
Once estimated the subspace for each trajectory it is necessary to build a measure of
similarity between trajectories subspaces, these values fill an Affinity matrix AP×P .
The affinity of two trajectories is based on the principal angle, proposed by , and
calculated as:
A(α1,α2) = exp(−
M∑
i=1
sin(θi)2) (3.4.4)
Where M is the minimum dimension between the basis S(α1) and S(α2).
Figure-Left 3.4.3 shows an Affinity matrix relative to the trajectories of three clusters.
Brighter elements corresponds to trajectories with high affinity (the diagonal is equal to
1), darker elements with low affinity.
Once the Affinity matrix is calculated is possible to cluster together trajectories with
high subspace affinity with the algorithm described by [90].
Figure-Right 3.4.3 shows the affinity matrix after clusterization.
The trajectories of each point in the same cluster belong to the same limb, with this
consideration is possible to estimate the relative rotation between limbs, Subsection
3.4.2, and the torques at joint, Subsection 3.4.3. An example of motion segmentation
is shown in Figure 4.2.3. It can be notice that the points at joint proximity are badly
segmented.
This problem is due to the noise introduced by Soft Tissue Artefact. The marker lo-
cated next to the joint have indeed trajectories compatibles with both limbs, i.e. affinity
of trajectories to two cluster. The this problem is addressed in next Subsection.
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3.4.2 Kinematic parameters estimation
In this Subsection is described the algorithm used to calculate the angle of relative
rotation between two limbs and the artefacts caused by soft tissues. We propose also
an algorithm to compensate the Soft Tissue Artefacts (STAs) based on Point Cluster
technique.
Joint position is computed with the algorithm proposed by [33].
Angle estimation
Once the cloud of points is segmented in different limbs is possible to calculate the
relative rotation of two limbs as the composition of rotation of each limb respect the
initial time instant.
The rotation of a limb at each time instant is computed with a SVD-based technique,
as described in [4].
Suppose that pi is a M × 3 matrix that contains the coordinates of the M points
relative to a body at time instant i. Suppose also pi+1 the coordinate of points at time
i+ 1. In the case of a rigid motion these two points sets are related by the equation:
pi+1 =i R · pi + ti+1 + ni (3.4.5)
where Ri is a 3 × 3 rotation matrix, ti the 3 × 1 translation vector, and ni the noise
vector.
In [4] is described an algorithm to find the least-squares solution of iR and it, based
on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the cross correlation matrix C computed
as:
C = p˜i · p˜Ti+1 (3.4.6)
where p˜i = pi − p¯i, p˜i+1 = pi+1 − p¯i+1 and p¯i are p¯i+1 respectively centroids of the
point sets pi and pi+1. Decomposing the C matrix with SVD, C = UΣV T , rotation
matrix iR can be computed as iR = UV T .
With this technique the rotation of the cloud of points in at each time instant is
calculated respect the position of the limb at time i = 0. For this reason the rotation
matrix iR at time i = 0 is an 3× 3 identity matrix since the rotation is 0.
Given two limbs A and B, relative rotation between them, at time instant i is calcu-
lated by composing the direct cosine rotation matrix iRA of the limb A with the inverse
of the other limb B, iRB, Equation 3.4.7.
iRBA =i RA · inv(iRB) (3.4.7)
Also in this case the rotation matrix between two limbs at time i = 0 is an identity
matrix.
In order to obtain a numeric value of the angle of rotation between the two limbs the
rotation matrix is expressed with the Rodrigues’ rotation vector representation.
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In this representation the direction of this vector defines the axis of rotation and the
magnitude is the value of the angle.
The angular velocity can be estimated from angle trajectories applying a derivative
operation. This operation can be approximated by the ratio of the finite difference in
joint angles and the video frame rate as in Equation 3.4.8:
v = dθ
dt
≈ ∆θ
Ts
(3.4.8)
where v is the angular velocity, ∆θ is the difference of the angle measure between two
time instants and Ts is the sampling time at which the motion is captured by cameras.
The main limitation with this angle estimation technique is the rigid motion assump-
tion. The presence of points that moves with a non rigid motion introduces an error of
the estimation of the angle between joints.
The main cause of non rigid motion of points is imputable to Soft Tissue Artefact and
its effect on the angle estimation procedure is analysed in next Section.
Soft tissue artefact
The term Soft Tissue Artefact, according to [17], refers to the experimental artefact
associated with the relative movement between markers and underlying bone. In this
work the term STAs will be used also to refer to the artefact introduced by the relative
movement of the dotted garment and the underlying skin.
The STA affects the LSA motion segmentation, Subsection 3.4.1, and consequently
angles estimation procedure.
The segmentation is affected by STAs since it is based on the hypothesis of rigid
motion. The points at joint proximity of two different limbs, corrupted by the relative
movement of garment respect the underlying bone, can be wrongly segmented. This non
rigid motion causes indeed an high affinity of the trajectories of these points with both
limbs that results in a bad trajectory segmentation.
Figure 4.2.3 shows an example for which the points at hip proximity at intersection of
torso and the leg are mixed each other. A bad segmentation of the cloud of points results
in a bad estimation of the relative rotation with the SVD-based technique described in
previous section.
We show the effect of a bad segmented points in angle estimation procedure on simulate
acquisition. In this acquisition we created two sets of points relative to two limbs, called
A and B. Points relative to limb B are rotated with respect to the point O with an
angle from 0° to -90° degrees, while points A were kept fixed.
These data were used in two trials. In trial 1 the sets of points were considered
as perfectly segmented: points relative to the first limb were labelled as A and points
relative to second limb as B, Figure 3.4.4-Top. The angle of relative rotation between
B and A was calculated with the SVD technique described. In trial 2 was introduced
a segmentation error assigning to two points relative to limb B at joint proximity the
label A, 3.4.4-Bottom. After this step the angle of relative rotation between B and A
rotation was estimated.
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Figure 3.4.4: The bad segmentation effects on angle estimation. Top: Trial 1 perfect
points segmentation. Bottom: Trial 2 wrong segmentation of point at joint
proximity.
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Figure 3.4.5: Bad segmentation effects on angle estimation. Angle estimated in trial
1 and 2 versus the angle imposed. Error is calculated as the difference
between the angle of the trial and the angle imposed.
It is noticeable that a perfect segmentation in trial 1 leads to a correct estimation of
the angle, instead a wrong segmentation of points in trial 2 reduce the angle estimated
of a maximum of about 10%.
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Soft Tissue Artefacts compensation
Soft Tissue Artefacts compensation in angles estimation is based on an automatic iden-
tification and elimination of points that moves with non rigid motion. The algorithm
realized is based on the work of [3]. The technique presented, called Point Cluster Tech-
nique or PCT, is particularly suitable to be used with GaMoCap points clouds. One of
PCT assumption is to use a cluster of points uniformly distributed on the limb segment.
While an high density of marker with traditional mocap is a problem, Section 2.1 the
PCT is directly implementable with GaMoCap.
The main idea of PCT is to assign a weight factor to each point and optimize it in
order to minimize the inter-frame variation of the inertia tensor of cloud points.
For each cluster of points relative to one limb the centre of mass at time i is calculated
as:
Ci =
∑M
j=1 p
i
j ·mji∑M
j=1m
j
i
(3.4.9)
where M is the total number of points relative to the cluster in analysis, pij is the
vector of coordinates of point j at time i and mij is the weight assigned to that point at
time i.
The centre of mass is calculated to translate the points at centre of mass of the limb
in analysis: qi = pi − Ci.
The matrix qi can be seen a the rotation Ri at the time i of the points vi defined
respect the local reference system of the limb: qi = Ri · vi.
The inertial tensor Ii of the cluster of points qi at time i is defined as:
Ii =

∑M
j=1[(qj,y)2 + (qj,z)2] ·mij
∑
qj,x · qj,y · [−mij ]
∑
qj,x · qj,z · [−mij ]∑
qj,x · qj,y · [−mij ]
∑M
j=1[(qj,x)2 + (qj,z)2] ·mij
∑
qj,z · qj,y · [−mij ]∑
qj,x · qj,yz · [−mij ]
∑
qj,z · qj,y · [−mij ]
∑M
j=1[(qj,x)2 + (qj,y)2] ·mij

(3.4.10)
The eigenvector of Iiare used to estimate the rotation matrix Ri as:
Ri = [Ei1, Ei2, Ei3] (3.4.11)
where the eigenvector Eig have the form:
Eig =
 eig,xeig,y
eig,z
 g = 1, 2, 3 (3.4.12)
Associate with each eigenvector there is an eigenvalue λig, g = 1, 2, 3. If non-rigid body
movement occurs, the eigenvalues will change their value during movement.
The algorithm developed minimize the eigenvalue changes by redistributing the weight
factor mij at each time step. The function to minimize at each time step:
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F i = (Λi − Λ0) (3.4.13)
Where Λi =
√
(λi1)2 + (λi2)2 + (λi3)2 and Λ0 =
√
(λ01)2 + (λ02)2 + (λ03)2. Λ0 is the sum
of the square of the eigenvalues at time instant chosen as reference. Since the function
F i has M unknowns mij (one for each points), the problem was reformulated in order to
minimize only one parameter, called Ô.
This parameter is calculated such that the point with the largest displacement from
the rest position, v0 in the local cluster coordinate system, was assigned the lowest
weighting factor:
mij = Ôi −
∆vij
max(∆vi) (3.4.14)
where ∆v = vi−v0 represents the displacement of each point respect the time instant
chose as reference.
F i is thus function of only the parameters Ô and it is minimized with a Levenberg-
Marquardt technique. This minimization produce for each time instant a vector of weight
mi.
These vector mi=1...n are used to filter out the points considered affected by STAs by
setting a threshold. The threshold is calculated separately for each time instant and is
set to 50% of the mean of the weights of the points calculated for that time instant. A
point is considered affected by STA and thus disregarded if its weight is under-threshold.
This procedure aims to reduce the effects of STA eliminating the contribution of points
behaving weakly like part of rigid bodies. The points that move from the reference frame
with a non-rigid transformation will indeed receive a low weight factor.
The results of this filtering operation can be seen in Figure 4.2.3, 4.2.6 and 4.2.9.
3.4.3 Dynamic parameters estimation
In this Subsection are described the algorithms to estimate the forces and torques at
joints for a 2D planar motion. The solution of the equations of a free diagram body,
2.2.1, requires the knowledge of anthropometric parameters as length, mass and inertia
of the limbs in analysis. We propose here a method to compute these parameters relying
on Superquadrics.
Estimation of the forces and torques at joints require also the accelerations (linear and
rotational) of the limbs.
Since the GaMoCap measure the displacement of the limbs we calculate accelerations
from displacements relying on Wavelets property reported in Equation 2.2.15.
Anthropometric parameters estimation with Superquadrics
Anthropometric parameters estimation with Superquadrics, or briefly SQ, here proposed
is an algorithm articulated in three steps:
• calculation of shape parameters (a1, a2, a3, ε1, ε2) of the SQ
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• calculation of the homogeneous transformation of the SQ respect the world refer-
ence system
• calculation of volume and moment of inertia of the SQ
Respect [108] we do not have to segment the cloud of 3D point since the segmentation has
been already performed on the basis of the motion of the subject in analysis, Subsection
3.4.1.
The three steps of the algorithm are performed on each limb separately. Before the cal-
culation of shape parameters (a1, a2, a3, ε1, ε2) of the SQ it is necessary a pre-processing
operation to centre the 3D points relative to the limb in [0,0,0] and align respect to
the principal inertial axis of the cloud. This because the SQ implicit formula, Equation
2.2.4, is defined respect a SQ-reference system centred in the origin.
The cost function used to compute the shape parameters of the SQ is the same pro-
posed by [52]. The cost function is the follow:
min
Λ
n∑
i=1
(√a1a2a3 (F ε1 (xi, yi, zi,Λ)− 1))2 (3.4.15)
where Λ represents the 5 parameters of shape (a1, a2, a3, ε1, ε2) and F it the implicit
formulation of the SQ, Equation 2.2.4, n are the number of 3D points of the limbs in
analysis and xi, yi, zi are the coordinate of thei-th point in the local reference system.
In order to help the convergence of the solution the parameters a1, a2, a3 are initialized
respectively with the maximum distance of the points in the x, y and z direction. The
parameters of ε1 and ε2 are initialized to 1.
Once the parameters of the shape of SQ have been calculated it is possible to recover
the position and orientation of the SQ respect the world reference system. We decided
to use an Homogeneous transformation notation to express the transformation of a 3D
point expressed in the SQ reference system PSQ in the world coordinate system Pw:
Pw = HPSQ
The H matrix is composed as follows:
H =
[
R T
0 1
]
where R and T are respectively rotation and translation of the SQ reference system
respect the world reference system. To express the rotation matrix R we used the Euler
angles (φ, θ, ψ) which define the orientation in therm of composition of rotation of φ
around z axis, whit a rotation of θ around the new y axis, with a rotation of ψ about
the new z axis.
The cost function used is the same of the shape parameters optimization, Equation
3.4.15, but the minimization is performed acting on the parameters φ, θ, ψ and the
tx, ty, tz, elements of translation vectorT .
The cost function is the follow:
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min
Γ
n∑
i=1
(√a1a2a3 (F ε1 (xwi , ywi , zwi ,Γ)− 1))2 (3.4.16)
Where: Γ represents the 6 parameters that model the homogeneous transformation
(φ, θ, ψ, tx, ty, tz), F it the implicit formulation of the SQ, and xwi , ywi , zwi are the coor-
dinate of thei-th point in the world reference system.
In order to deal with eventual outliers both minimization function were used in a
statistical framework based on RANSAC, [36].
Figure 4.3.3 shows the result of SQ fitting on the points relative to the right leg of the
subject.
Once the shape parameters of the SQ and the orientation and position respect the
world reference system it is possible to calculate the length of the limb and the distance
of the barycentre of the SQ from the rotational axis. We suppose that the barycentre
of the limb and of the SQ are coincident. The length of the limbs is calculated as 2 · a3,
where a3 is the parameter relative to the superquadric in the direction with maximum
length.
With the Equations 2.2.8 and 2.2.12 it is possible to calculate the volume and the
inertia of the limb. With the assumption of a uniform limb density it is also possible to
have an estimate of the mass and inertia of the limb. In Section 4.3 are reported the
results of a real test.
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3.5 Uncertainty estimation and Vicon comparison
Uncertainty estimation of the angle measured and comparison with state-of-the-art sys-
tem are two essential steps to check the goodness of the results obtained.
In this Chapter is described in detail the procedure that was used to numerically
quantify the uncertainty of the angle estimated by means of the Monte Carlo Method
(MCM) and the procedure of comparison of results of GaMoCap and Vicon.
3.5.1 Uncertainty propagation with Monte Carlo
The evaluation of the uncertainty of the angle estimated is achievable through an un-
certainty propagation stage, according to the GUM standard [9].
The main stages for the procedure for uncertainty propagation are:
1. Formulation:
• define the output quantity Y, the quantity intended to be measured (the
measurand);
• determine the N input quantities X = (X1, ..., XN )T upon which Y depends;
• develop a model relating Y and X ;
• on the basis of available knowledge assignment of PDFs—Gaussian (normal),
rectangular (uniform), etc. to the Xi. Assign a joint PDF to those input
variables Xi that are not independent.
2. Propagation: propagate the PDFs for theXi through the model to obtain the PDF
for Y.
3. Summarizing: use the propagated PDF for Y to obtain:
• the expectation of Y;
• the standard deviation of Y;
• (optional) the coverage interval containing Y with a specified probability;
Crucial element is the Propagation stage, that can be implemented in several ways. The
two mainly used are:
• uncertainty propagation based on replacing an explicit model by its first-order
Taylor series approximation — the law of propagation of uncertainty [30 5.1.2];
• numerical methods [30 G.1.5] that implement the propagation of distributions,
specifically using Monte Carlo Method (MCM).
In practice, only for simple cases, where an explicit and close to linearity model is avail-
able, the law of propagation of uncertainty can be applied. The problem of uncertainty
estimation of 3D point reconstruction and of motion estimation was analysed in [35].
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In our case due to the non-linearities introduced by the triangulation algorithm, Sub-
section 3.2, by the motion segmentation algorithm, Subsection3.4.1, and the procedural
complexity of the model MCM was chosen.
Formulation phase is the step in which is computed the model that relates the inputs
and the outputs. This step, for angle at joint calculation, has been already described in
Subsections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2
Monte Carlo Method
According to the GUM the MCM can be used as an implementation of the propagation
of distributions. The basic idea of the MCM is very simple, yet powerful: repeated
sampling from the PDFs for the input quantities Xi and the evaluation of the model
in each case. Expectations and variance of the output quantity, Y, can be determined
directly from the set of model values obtained.
As shown in the graphical representation of the MCM, Figure 3.5.1, the method can
be stated in a step-by-step procedure:
1. selection of number M of trial Monte Carlo to be made;
2. generate M vectors, by sampling from the assigned PDFs, as realizations of the
(set of N ) input quantities Xi;
3. for each such vector, form the corresponding model value of Y , yielding M model
values;
4. sort these M model values into strictly increasing order, using the sorted model
values to provide G, a discrete representation of the distribution for the output
quantity Y ;
5. use G to form the expectation of Y and the standard uncertainty u(y);
MCM implementation
Figure 3.5.2 shows the block diagram of the procedure for angle estimation of GaMoCap
and represent the relation model between the inputs and the output of the system.
The two input variables, represented in Figure 3.5.2 as triangles, are coordinates of
the centroid of the marker extracted from the image and the intrinsic and extrinsic
calibration parameters.
Coordinates of markers extracted from images influence the triangulation process, 3D
point cloud reconstruction and consequently the evaluation of the angle between the
limbs.
The assignment of PDF to marker extracted is a non-trivial task. It requires a complex
study on the variables that influence the image formation and marker extraction (image
digitalization, illumination, image focus, marker inclination respect plane image, colour
of the marker, ...). Instead of doing this we decided to use the centroid of the markers
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Figure 3.5.1: The propagation and summarizing stages of uncertainty evaluation using
MCM to implement the propagation of distributions.
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Figure 3.5.2: Block diagram of the procedure for angle estimation. The input variables
are represented in triangles , the output variable in ellipse and the func-
tional blocks in rectangles.
extracted from the images directly as a sample from their PDF. The number of markers
extracted from each image (~1000), multiplied by the number of cameras (8) and by
the number of frames for each motion analysed (100), generates a number of samples
( 8 · 105) that provides a good statistics of this influencing factor.
Second input variables are the intrinsic and extrinsic calibration parameters obtained
by the multicamera calibration, as described in Section 3.3. Intrinsic and extrinsic
camera influence the position of the markers extracted (through distortion coefficients)
and the triangulation results (projection matrix).
The marker ID assignation is not represented in Figure 3.5.2 and it is not considered
as an input variable of the process because the color recognition process is considered
not to be affected by error.
The output variable corresponds to the measured quantities, i.e. the angle between
the limbs.
The selection of the trials number M is chosen equal to 100 after a convergence study.
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Figure 3.5.3: Left: Vicon camera with active IR illumination. Right: Spherical retro-
reflective markers with different sized.
The first step of MCM propagation stage consists in the generation of M vectors,
(x1, ..., xm), that contains the sample from the PDF of the input variables.
In this step a hybrid procedure is adopted, in which synthetic, obtained by PDF
sampling, and real data, obtained directly by image elaboration, are used. The use of
real data is necessary to overcome the PDF generation process for marker extraction.
The calibration parameters sampling, due to variables correlation, is performed from the
covariance matrix obtained by calibration algorithm [12].
The second step of propagation consists in the model evaluation for 100 times with
the input data previously generated. The model that we employed for angle calculation
is the one proposed in Subsections3.4.1 and 3.4.2.
As last step, the 100 output values (angle between limbs) obtained numerically through
the model are used to estimate the mean and uncertainty of the angles, with a level of
confidence set at 65%. The uncertainty range corresponding to this confidence level is
obtained according to GUM as the minimum.
Results of this analysis are reported in Section 4.2.
3.5.2 Comparison with Vicon
In order to evaluate the results obtained with the GaMoCap system, estimate angles
were compared to the commercial MoCap system Vicon (http://www.vicon.com/).
Vicon is an optoelectronic MoCap based on triangulation of passive retro-reflective
markers and active IR cameras, Figure 3.5.3.
Performances of accuracy reconstruction of the Vicon system were extensively studied
during the years [31, 106] confirming an high accuracy and repeatability of the results.
Therefore the Vicon system is widely used to analyse and measure human motion of
upper [1, 19] and lower limbs [81, 11].
The procedure to acquire the motion with Vicon can be divided in four steps: system
setup, subject preparation, motion acquisition, post-processing.
The system setup consists in the placing of the cameras to cover the capturing space
and their calibration. The Vicon calibration is the procedure to estimate the intrinsic
parameters of the Vicon cameras and their relative positions. This operation is accom-
plished moving a calibration wand with three markers a well defined distances, Figure
3.5.4, in front of the cameras. Once the calibration software has computed the intrin-
sic and extrinsic parameters it is possible to set a common reference frame for all the
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Figure 3.5.4: Calibration tools of Vicon system. Left: calibration wand with 3 retro-
reflective markers. Right: “L-frame” used to set the world reference system.
cameras, called world. This is achievable capturing a frame in which is visible the “L
frame”, Figure 3.5.4.
Since Vicon and Gamocap are used to acquire the same movements in order to compare
the results a common reference frame was defined. This was achieved attaching 6 Vicon
markers to the Gamocap calibration plane and capturing a shot of the scene, Figure
3.5.5, with both systems. With this simultaneous capture is possible to define in the two
system the same reference plane.
The subject preparation is a delicate phase because the marker positions determine
the accuracy of the results, [42], in particular, the larger part of the error is associated
with the relative movement between externally located markers and the underlying bone,
due to the interposition of both passive and active soft tissues, [16].
The markers positions on the subject were chosen in order to reduce STAs and maxi-
mize visibility to the cameras. The maximum number of markers for the Vicon system
is limited by the problem of markers swapping. This problem occurs when performing
marker tracking. If two markers are placed very near one to each other it is possible
that their label are interchanged leading to a trajectories swapping. This problem can
be solved ans require the user intervention that manually reassign the correct label to
each marker. This procedure can be time expensive for long acquisitions.
Since the comparison of GaMoCap and Vicon requires the simultaneous use of the
Vicon marker and the GaMoCap suit, the bony landmarks, [7], are not directly accessible.
These are indeed covered by the suit of GaMoCap. This problem was overcome placing
the markers in clusters of 3 for each limb in analysis. Their position on the limb is
central in order to avoid the effect of the stretches of the garment, which is more strong
at joint proximity.
A cluster disposition of markers, as pointed out in [16] shows several advantages:
easier marker placing on patients, optimal selection of cluster location so as to minimise
STAs, reduction number of cameras needed for data collection. Figures that show marker
positions for the various movements analysed are reported in Section 4.2.
After subject preparation is possible to start the acquisition of the motion. The
capturing frequency of Vicon cameras was set to 100Hz. In post-processing takes place
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Figure 3.5.5: Definition of a common reference system for GaMoCap and Vicon. In
circles are marked the 6 Vicon markers.
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the marker labelling process. The operator must label the marker and check that no
swapping error have occurred.
The angle at joints is computed as reciprocal rotation of the cluster of markers relative
to two limbs in analysis, Subsection 3.4.2.
The comparison of the angle estimated with GaMoCap and Vicon are reported in
detail in Section 4.2 for each motion analysed.
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4 Experimental results
In order to test the proposed algorithms we developed a prototype of the multicamera
system GaMoCap. In this Chapter are reported the hardware setup of the GaMoCap
and the results of uncertainty estimation with Monte Carlo Method and the Vicon
comparison. In the last section the algorithms proposed for kinematic and dynamic
analysis are tested in a real experiment.
4.1 Hardware setup
This Section describes the hardware chosen and the layout of the GaMoCap. Two words
describe the design of GaMoCap prototype and the hardware chosen: flexibility and
scalability. Flexibility since the hardware chosen must not constrain the elaboration
process. For this reason in the realization of the prototype no special hardware was
chosen. The cameras are indeed standard industrial cameras and the computers are
personal computers.
The scalability was chosen in order to assure the functionality of the system with 2
up as many cameras available and to allow either a full or a single limb motion analysis
with the same system.
Due to the high amount of data to manage, in order to maintain the principle of
scalability of the GaMoCap, instead of use a single “big elaboration”, rely on many
small PC, called secondary, controlled by one central unit, called main.
Each couple of camera is connected to one secondary PC. Role of the secondary PCs
is to acquire the images directly on RAM, transfer over LAN to main PC maintaining
a copy of the images on the internal hard disk for redundancy, Figure 4.1.1.
The main PC controls also the triggering device that synchronizes cameras.
Figure 4.1.1 shows the configuration of the hardware setup employed in GaMoCap.
Figure 4.1.2 shows two photos of the system realized at University of Trento.
Cameras
Multicamera setup of the GaMoCap is composed by two different type of cameras:
• 8 triggerable USB PointGrey Chameleon with a resolution of 1280x960 pixels
• 4 cameras Matrix Vision (MV) mvBlueCOUGAR-X 124C (GigE , 1600x1200, C-
mount, 1/1.8’)
PointGrey Chameleon mount standard C-mount lenses with focal length 6mm and f-
number 1.4. Matrix Vision Cougar mount CS-mount lenses with focal length 8mm.
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Figure 4.1.1: Hardware setup scheme of the GaMoCap system
Figure 4.1.2: Photos of the GaMoCap system realized at University of Trento.
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Figure 4.1.3: Camera disposition of GaMoCap to define a working area of 4m2
Their disposition was chosen in order to have a working area of 4m2, Figure 4.1.3.
The MV cameras were chosen because can be placed an higher distance respect the other
thanks to the higher resolution.
Cameras synchronization is assured with the device USB-4751L Advantech which gen-
erates a TTL square signal with the desired frequency. The duty cycle of the pulse given
by the trigger device is used to set the exposure time of the cameras.
Due to the acquisition frequency (10Hz) to avoid loss of data, images captured are
written directly into the RAM of computer and then transferred to hard disk. This
element limits the acquisition time to the maximum quantity of RAM available on the
PC. In this setup the secondary PCs, with an amount of 2 GB of RAM, allow to acquire
motions of about 10 seconds. While this acquisition time seems quite short was adequate
for the purposes of this work.
Illumination
Due to the number of colours to recognize (4) and the high frequency of acquisition (10
Hz) the illumination was chosen carefully.
The fact that the feature description of GaMoCap is based on color, Subsection 3.1.3,
impose a constrain on the light condition. In order to have a good color recognition is
necessary to have stable lighting conditions.
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Figure 4.1.4: Spectrum of emission of Philips MASTER TL-D 90 Graphica 58W/965
The use of fluorescent lamps with common ballast is not suitable for the application,
since they produce a flicker in illumination at same frequency of power supply at which
they operates, 50/60 Hz. This flicker introduces a sensible change in the illumination
that affect the color recognition process.
Instead of common ballast where chosen electronic ballast which supply power to the
lamp at a frequency of 10,000 Hz, thus removing the flickering effect.
To assure a spectrum of emission uniform in all the field of visible were chosen the
fluoresces lamps of Philips MASTER TL-D 90 Graphica 58W/965, Figure 4.1.4. These
lamps allow a high colour rendering and are compliant with European Standard EN
12464-1.
Suits
A full body suit was realized to test the reconstruction and motion analysis capabilities
of the GaMoCap. The suit has a total of 2933 markers uniformly distributed on the
body. The garment chose is Spandex for its elastic property. An essential requirement
is in fact that the suit is thigh, in order to follow the human body shape. We chosen a
black garment to assure good contrast and detectability of the markers.
Figure 4.1.5 shows the suit realized.
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Figure 4.1.5: Suit employed in GaMoCap acquisitions.
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A CB
Figure 4.2.1: Motions analysed for uncertainty analysis angle estimation compari-
son. (A) shoulder flexion/extension, (B) knee flexion/extension, (C) hip
flexion/extension
4.2 Uncertainty analysis and Vicon Comparison
In this Section are reported the results of: uncertainty analysis with MCM, Subsection
3.5.1, angle estimation with and without STAs compensation, Subsection 3.4.2, and
comparison with Vicon, Subsection 3.5.2.
The uncertainty analysis, angle estimation and the comparison are preformed on 3
different motions. Next Subsection describes the motions analysed.
In this Section is also reported the markers disposition chosen for Vicon setup.
Motions analysed
The comparison of results are performed on three different motions: one relative to the
shoulder, one to the knee, one to the hip. We will refer to these motions respectively as
A, B and C.
Motion A consists in the shoulder flexion/extension. The subject, starting with arm
relaxed along the torso, raises the extended arm in sagittal path until the maximal exten-
sion and then returns to starting position. Motion B consists in a knee flexion/extension:
starting from a standing position the subject lifts the leg, bending the knee. Motion C
is an hip flexion/extension: starting from a standing position the subject raises the leg
in a sagittal path and then pushes his/her leg behind as much as possible and returns to
the starting position. Figure 4.2.1 show the three motions analysed in this Section. The
circled dot identify the axis of rotation of the limb and the arrows indicate the direction
of the motion of the limb. All the motions are performed in about 10 seconds.
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Figure 4.2.2: Vicon marker disposition on the GaMoCap suit. Left: Vicon markers clus-
ters used to evaluate the motion A. Right: Vicon markers clusters used to
evaluate the motion B and C.
Vicon marker
In Figure 4.2.2are shown the marker disposition relative to Motion A (image on the left)
and Motion B and C (image on the right).
The angle at joint estimated with vicon are computed as relative rotation between
two cluster of markers. The angle of rotation is computed with the algorithm described
in Subsection 3.4.2.
For each motion, different couple of clusters were used to compute the angle at joints.
• Motion A: relative rotation of cluster labelled “Torso” and “Arm”, Figure 4.2.2-Left
• Motion B: relative rotation of cluster labelled “Thigh” and “Shin”, Figure 4.2.2-
Right
• Motion C: relative rotation of cluster labelled “Pelvis” and “Thigh”, Figure 4.2.2-
Right
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Results Motion A
Figure 4.2.3 shows segmentation results for motion A with LSA (left) and LSA+PCT
(right) methods.
Figure 4.2.4 shows the comparison of the angle estimated with algorithm described in
Subsection 3.4.2, and Vicon. The points used for the algorithm proposed are the one
obtained with LSA and LSA+PCT. The uncertainty bands of angles estimated with
MCM for LSA and LSA+PCT are shown on the plot. Error bands, relative to standard
uncertainty, show that the three methods lead to compatible results.
Figure 4.2.5 shows the standard uncertainty of the angle estimated with LSA and
LSA+PCT respect to Vicon. LSA+PCT have a standard uncertainty of 3.8°. LSA
instead show a standard uncertainty which increase linearly with the angle estimated.
The standard uncertainty can be expressed as linear expression as follow: 3.3°+0.08·AV .
Where AV is the value of the angle estimated with Vicon expressed in degree. This effect
is more evident for Motion B and C.
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Figure 4.2.3: Motion A. Comparison of results of segmentation operation with LSA and
LSA+PCT.
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Figure 4.2.4: Comparison of angle estimation results obtained for motion A with GaMo-
Cap (LSA and LSA+PCT) and Vicon.
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Figure 4.2.5: Standard uncertainty of the angle estimated with LSA and LSA+PCT
respect to Vicon for Motion A.
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Results Motion B
Figure 4.2.6 shows segmentation results for motion B with LSA (left) and LSA+PCT
(right) methods. It is noticeable that many points in correspondence to the joints (within
circles) are wrongly segmented with LSA.
This is due to the fact that the points at joints do not move with a rigid motion.
LSA+PCT it is not affected by this effect since points near to the joints have been
pruned.
In Figure 4.2.6-Right in LSA+PCT points highlighted are the one used to calculate
the angle.
Figure 4.2.7 shows angles calculated with the three methods. It is noticeable that
LSA+PCT is close to Vicon angle estimation while LSA deviates strongly in terms of
lower angle estimation (-20° respect Vicon) and wider bands of error. These two effects
are justified by the wrong segmentation of LSA of points close to the joints and the
non-determinism of trajectory clustering operation in LSA.
Non rigid motions of points in proximity of joints introduce an error of angle under-
estimation as described in Subsection 3.4.2.
Wider bands of error are justified by the fact that clustering step of trajectories in
LSA is performed with a K-means-based algorithm. In this algorithm points, chosen as
seed for segmentation, are selected randomly at each trial of MCM. This generates a
segmentation slightly different in each trial, especially for the points at joint proximity.
The variation of segmentation of these points in each MCM trial causes a wider error
bands in angle estimation.
Figure 4.2.8 shows the standard uncertainty of the angle estimated with LSA and
LSA+PCT respect to Vicon. LSA+PCT have a standard uncertainty of 1.6°. This value
remains constant with the angle estimated. LSA instead shows a standard uncertainty
which increase linearly with the angle estimated. The standard uncertainty can be
expressed as linear expression as follow: 1.1°+ 0.13 ·AV . Where AV is the value of the
angle estimated with Vicon, expressed in degree.
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Figure 4.2.6: Motion B. Comparison of results of segmentation operation with LSA and
LSA+PCT.
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Figure 4.2.7: Comparison of angle estimation results obtained for motion B with GaMo-
Cap (LSA and LSA+PCT) and Vicon.
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Results Motion C
Figure 4.2.9 shows segmentation results for motion C with LSA (left) and LSA+PCT
(right) methods. It is noticeable that many points in correspondence to the hip (within
circles) are wrongly segmented with LSA.
Figure 4.2.10 shows that LSA underestimate the maximum angle at hip of about 14°
respect Vicon.
Figure 4.2.11 shows the standard uncertainty of the angle estimated with LSA and
LSA+PCT respect to Vicon. LSA+PCT have a standard uncertainty of 0.8°. This value
remains constant with the angle estimated. LSA instead shows a standard uncertainty
which increase linearly with the angle estimated. The standard uncertainty can be
expressed as linear expression as follow: 0.2°+ 0.05 ·AV . Where AV is the value of the
angle estimated with Vicon, expressed in degree.
The difference of repeatability for motion A and B compared with C is explained by
a greater number of points reconstructed on which the angle is calculated.
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Figure 4.2.9: Motion C. Comparison of results of segmentation operation with LSA and
LSA+PCT.
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Figure 4.2.10: Comparison of angle estimation results obtained for motion C with GaMo-
Cap (LSA and LSA+PCT) and Vicon.
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Figure 4.2.11: Standard uncertainty of the angle estimated with LSA and LSA+PCT
respect to Vicon for Motion C.
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Figure 4.3.1: Key frames of the motion analysed
4.3 Kinematic and Dynamic parameters estimation of a motion
In this Section we show the results of the algorithms proposed in this work to estimate
the kinematic and dynamic parameters. Key frames of the motion analysed captured by
one camera are shown in Figure 4.3.1.
The motion consists in a hip abduction/adduction. The subject, starting in a standing
position with the right foot lifted, raises the leg in a frontal plane and then pushes his/her
leg laterally as much as possible and then returns to the starting position. The joint in
analysis is the hip.
The requirement of the lifted foot is imposed since we do not have any sensors to
measure the force exchanged by the subject with the ground.
While for the kinematic analysis (motion segmentation, angle estimation, joint posi-
tion) the problem is considered 3D in the case of dynamic analysis (forces and torques at
joint) the movement is considered to be performed only on a frontal plane. This motion
is considered to be thus 2D.
Figure 4.3.2 shows the results of the shape reconstruction of the subject and the motion
segmentation results. The algorithm proposed identifies correctly 3 bodies: torso, left
leg, right leg.
Since the knee of the subject does not bend during the motion the lifted leg is consid-
ered as one segment and thus fitted with only one superquadrics.
Figure 4.3.3 shows the results of joint position estimation and the result of superquadrics
fitting.
Dynamic estimation of the parameters of motion consists in the solution of the Equa-
tion 2.2.1 of the free-body diagram, Figure 4.3.4.
With the hypothesis of a 2D motion and that the only limbs that is moving is the
right leg, the equations to be solve to calculate the forces and torques at joints are:
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Figure 4.3.2: Key frames of 3D point reconstructed and segmented.
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Figure 4.3.3: Result of Superquadric fitting on the leg of the subject. The pink cir-
cle indicates the axis of rotation of the leg identified with the algorithm
proposed.
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Figure 4.3.4: 2D free-body diagram used.

Rxp −Rxd = mlalx
Ryp −Ryd −mlg = mlay
Mp −Md − (Rxdd1 +Rxpd2) sin(θ)− (Rydd1 +Rypd2) cos(θ) = I lzz θ¨
where Rxpand Rypare the resulting reaction forces at hip joint. alxand alyare the
acceleration of the COM of the cloud of points (coincident with the SQ centre). ml
and I lzz are respectively mass and inertia of the leg calculated with SQ. d1and d2are
respectively the distance of the COM from the joint of the foot and the hip. Both are
set equal to half of the leg length calculated with SQ parameters.
Rxd and Ryd are the reaction forces acting at distal end of segment, in our case the
foot joint. As a simplification we have considered the mass of the foot equal to 1.09 kg
concentrated at distal joint position. The mass of the foot is calculated as a fraction of
the body weight (0.0145·Mtot) as described by [107]. The moment of inertia is neglected.
Since the subject is not loading the foot there are no reaction forces with the ground.
The reaction forces at the joint are calculated as follows:{
Rxd = mfafx
Ryd = mfafy +mfg
where mf is the mass of the foot, afx and afy the acceleration of the foot.
Figure 4.3.5 shows a comparison of 1° and 2° derivative calculation leg rotation with
finite differences differentiation and wavelet property, Equation 2.2.15. The Figure shows
the fast degradation of the signal with the finite differences derivative calculation.
In Figure 4.3.6 are shown the displacements of COM of the leg in x and y direction
and the rotation of the leg. Figure also shows the velocity and the acceleration obtained
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Figure 4.3.5: Comparison of 1° and 2° derivative calculation of leg rotation with finite
differences (black) and wavelet (color).
with wavelet differentiation.
The results of the torque Mp and reaction forces Rpx and Rdy estimation at joints are
shown in Figure 4.3.7.
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Figure 4.3.6: Displacements (linear and rotational), velocity and acceleration of COM of
leg.
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Figure 4.3.7: Left: reaction forces at hip joint. Right: torque at hip
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5 GaMoCap applications
In this Chapter are described two main application in which GaMoCap system was used
as measurement tool: Veritas and Memscon. In Veritas project GaMoCap was used to
measure the kinematic parameters of elderly and impaired people. In Memscon project
GaMoCap was used to measure displacements of a concrete structure undergoing a shake
sequence that simulate a shock-wave of an earthquake.
5.1 Veritas Project
VERITAS is an acronym that stands for: Virtual and augmented Environment and
Realistic user Interactions To achieve embedded Accessibility designS. The core con-
cept of VERITAS is to conduct research and development of an open framework for
providing built-in accessibility support at all the stages of realization of mainstream
ICT and non-ICT technologies. The project aims at delivering to product/software de-
velopers ‘generic’ instructions - embedded in an empowering virtual reality platform,
for exploring new concepts, designing new interfaces and testing interactive prototypes
that will inherit universal accessibility features, including compatibility with established
assistive technologies. As a consequence VERITAS project aims to analyse and to create
detailed virtual user models for some selected disability.
In VERITAS project GaMoCap was used to estimate the parameters of mobility of the
virtual user with different types and degree of disabilities. The analysis was performed
on 6 different types of motions: 3 for upper body and 3 for lower body kinematic
parameters. Each movement is here described and the results obtained are reported and
discussed.
For this purpose special suits were realized to face the restricted articular mobility of
the patients. The key concept which guided the realization of these garment were: fast
and easy suit setup, unaffected subject mobility and maximum contact between suit and
the limb of the patient. Were realized suit in 3 different sized (S,M,L).
The result of this design phase are shown in Figure 5.1.1. Figure 5.1.1-Right shows
the trousers used to measure the lower body parameters. Figure5.1.1-Left show the 3
pieces suit used in upper body parameter estimation. The two pieces are a corset and a
2 sleeves (arm and forearm). The corset is closed with a velcro strip on the back to be
easily worn.
The patients
The patients in analysis are affected by two articular diseases: gonarthrosis and coxarthro-
sis.
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Figure 5.1.1: Veritas 4 pieces suit. Left: 3 pieces suit used for upper limb analysis. Right:
trousers for lower limb analysis.
Gonarthrosis and coxarthrosis are degenerative diseases which lead to a deterioration
respectively of the cartilage of the hip and of the knee. The bones, without the protection
of the cartilage, start rubbing directly against each other causing pain and limited joint
mobility, Figure 5.1.2.
Cartilage 
deteriorationKnee
Hip
Figure 5.1.2: Deterioration of the cartilage at joint. Left: deterioration of the cartilage
at the knee (gonarthrosis). Right: deterioration of the cartilage of the hip
(coxarthrosis).
The degree of the motion disability is quantified with the Barthel scale, [70]. This is
an ordinal scale used to measure performance in activities of daily living. The values
assigned to each item are based on time and amount of actual physical assistance required
if a patient is unable to perform the activity. The values range from 0 to 15. In this case
Barthel index is obtained as a sum of the indexes relative to the ability to ambulate and
the ability to ascend/descend the stairs.
For example the Barthel index of ambulation is equal to 15 if patient can walk at least
50 meters without help or supervision, 10 if patients needs help or supervision but can
walk at least 50 meters.
The patients analysed have different Barthel indexes which go from 15 to 25.
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Lower body motions
Lower body motions analysed consists in 3 different articular motions: knee flexion, hip
flexion/extension and hip adduction. Motions need to test the maximum angle at joint
achievable by the patients.
1. Knee flexion. This motion tests the maximum knee angle. Starting from a standing
position (with the necessary support if required) the subject bends his knee as much
as possible, Figure 5.1.3.
Figure 5.1.3: Veritas motion analysed: Knee flexion
2. Hip flexion and extension. This motion tests the maximum hip flexion angle.
Starting from a standing position (with the necessary support if required) the
subject raises the leg in a sagittal path as much as possible and then push his/her
leg behind as much as possible. Bending knee is allowed. Figure 5.1.4.
Figure 5.1.4: Veritas motion analysed: Hip flexion/extension
3. Hip adduction. With this motion is tested the maximum hip adduction angle.
Starting from a standing position (with the necessary support if required) the
subject raises the extended leg in a lateral path as much as possible. Figure 5.1.5.
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Figure 5.1.5: Veritas motion analysed: Hip adduction
Upper body motions
Upper body motions analysed consists in 3 different articular motions: shoulder sagittal,
lateral and horizontal rotations.
1. Shoulder sagittal rotation. Starting with an arm relaxed along the torso, the
subject raise the extended arm in sagittal path until the maximal extension, then
come back and go down/behind as much as possible. Figure 5.1.6.
Figure 5.1.6: Veritas motion analysed: Shoulder sagittal rotation
2. Shoulder lateral rotation. This motion evaluates the maximum shoulder lateral
rotation angle. Starting with an arm relaxed along the torso, the subject raises
the extended arm in lateral path until reaches the maximal extension. Figure 5.1.7.
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Figure 5.1.7: Veritas motion analysed: Shoulder lateral rotation
3. Shoulder horizontal rotation. Starting with arm horizontally extended in front of
himself, the subject perform an horizontal rotation of the arm in right and left
direction as much as possible. Figure 5.1.8.
Figure 5.1.8: Veritas motion analysed: Shoulder horizontal rotation
Results
Figure 5.1.9 shows the result relative to the maximum angle spanned by patients with
gonarthrosis for three different articular motions (knee flexion, hip flexion/extension,
hip adduction) as a function of their Barthel index.
Figure 5.1.10 shows the result relative to the maximum angle spanned by patients with
coxarthrosis for three different articular motions: knee flexion, hip flexion/extension, hip
adduction.
These results will be considered when generating a virtual model of a subject with
gonarthrosis and coxarthrosis to take into consideration the maximum angles achievable.
The GaMoCap system proved to be a valid tool for this type of analysis especially for
its fast setup. This feature has shown to be essential when working with patient with
reduces articular mobility.
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Figure 5.1.9: Maximum angle spanned by patients with gonarthrosis for different lower
limbs motions.
Figure 5.1.10: Maximum angle spanned by patients with coxarthrosis for different lower
limbs motions.
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Figure 5.2.1: Memscon wireless sensor
Figure 5.2.2: Memscon system layout
5.2 Memscon
Memscon1 is and European Funded research project that aims to develop a structural
monitoring system to be installed in reinforced concrete buildings, for damage assessment
just after a seismic event. The system consists of a set of accelerometers and strain
sensors, Figure 5.2.1, drowned in the concrete structure of the building with wireless
transmission of the data to an acquisition centre outside the building, where the data is
interpreted and damage analysed, Figure 5.2.2.
The reliability of the displacement time history estimated by double integration of
the accelerations are compared with the displacement measurements recorded with an
opportune setup of GaMoCap multicamera system.
The whole Memscon system was validated under laboratory conditions, with the im-
plementation of the system in a three-dimensional reinforced concrete frame, Figure
5.2.3, which underwent a shake sequence of increasing amplitude.
In Figure 5.2.3 it is possible to see the two actuators used to: simulate the vertical dead
load and the live lateral loads. The actuator in vertical position have the role to simulate
the vertical load of the concrete structure (about 150 kN per column). The actuator
in horizontal position is used to induce an horizontal displacement that simulates the
earthquake. The dimensions of the frame are of 3.20× 6.35m2 in plan and 3.90m height
above ground.
1http://www.memscon.com
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Figure 5.2.3: Memscon concrete structure laboratory setup.
Setup
The GaMoCap setup used is visible in Figure 5.2.4. A set of 4 Matrix BlueCougar
arranged stereo-couple is used. Two cameras point at the base of a column to record the
deformation, while two at the top of the structure measure the structure displacement.
In each area of analysis is reproduced the color coded pattern with adequate geometric
characteristics. At the base of the column, since the cameras are very close to the
structure it is used a grid with step of 40mm and diameter of markers of 8mm, Figure
5.2.5-Left. A the top of the structure the marker have a diameter of 25mm and are
arranged on a square grid with step of 150mm, Figure 5.2.5-Right.
Results
The sequence of synchronized images captured at frequency of 10 Hz is elaborated, as
described in Section 3.2, to obtain the 3D coordinates of each marker at each time
instant. The 3D point reconstructed, relative to time instant i = 0, are shown in Figure
5.2.6-Left. In Figure 5.2.6-Right are shown the displacement of the points highlighted
on the left during the earthquake simulation.
The GaMoCap frequency of acquisition is a trade-off between speed and length of
acquisition. The maximum length of the acquisition is constrained by the amount of
RAM installed on the PC used for this elaboration.
The results of displacements estimated with GaMoCap are compared to the displace-
ment sensor attached to the horizontal actuator and displayed in Figure 5.2.7.
It is noticeable that displacement estimation is accurate except for the discrepancy
at time instant i = 34.4s . The GaMoCap does not accurately detect the maximum
displacement of the first cycle, due to an insufficient acquisition frequency (10 Hz),
suitable to record only ~7 samples per structure oscillation (~1.5 Hz).
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pc
trigger 
device
trigger signal
data (images)
control pc to trigger
markers
stereocamera
Figure 5.2.4: GaMoCap setup used in Memscon laboratory test.
Figure 5.2.5: GaMoCap marker position at the base(left) and at the top(right) of the
concrete structure.
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Figure 5.2.6: Left: 3D point reconstruction of markers placed at the base and at the
top of the concrete structure. Right: Trajectory over time of the point
highlighted during the earthquake simulation.
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Figure 5.2.7: Comparison between the displacement induced by the actuator and dis-
placement recorded by the GaMoCap (vision) system (left) and zoom of
the first cycles (right).
This system however proved to be a valid tool to measure displacement in laboratory
setup. Despite the low resolution in time the GaMoCap showed desirable features for
a experimental setup: measurement of many points simultaneously, easy and fast setup
time, possibility to measure the 3D motion of the structure.
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6 Conclusions
This work presented a new concept garment-based mocap system, GaMoCap, capable of
a simultaneous reconstruction of motion and shape. This is a important characteristic
of this system since combines the features of 3D scanner with classic mocap systems. In
particular the aim of this work was to realize a framework of kinematic and dynamic
analysis of human motion without a-priori model.
The main contributes of our work are summarized in the next paragraphs.
Garment-based Mocap Multicamera system realized was designed and developed for
a generic reconstruction of shape and motion. The algorithm of image elaboration
implemented were realized with the principles of flexibility, robustness and scalability.
The color recognition was resolved with a simple and fast solution. The color coded
pattern realized is an elegant solution to solve some intrinsic problem of computer vision
application like feature description and association. The pattern allows also to break the
limits of number of makers of classical motion capture systems. The high density pattern
allows a reconstruction of the shape with good accuracy for most of the applications.
With the conjunct features of dense reconstruction of the shape and the motion,
GaMoCap is effectively a 2in1 measurement tool.
Multicamera calibration The multicamera calibration toolbox implemented overcome
some of the classic problem of multicamera calibration toolbox like partial grid visibility.
We generated a multicamera calibration toolbox flexible and reliable also for partial
overlapping fields of view. The multicamera calibration allows to recalibrate the system
with no difficulty and with a reduced time, assuring good quality reconstruction and
motion results.
Kinematic analysis The kinematic algorithms were designed to work without a model
of the user known a-prior. Our aim was to develop a fully-automated framework which
requires limited user interaction to produce the results. Thanks to the colour coded
pattern was possible to apply a data driven technique to kinematic analysis, LSA. STAs
compensation technique paired with GaMoCap data allows to produce results compara-
ble with high level commercial system (Vicon).
Dynamic analysis The dynamic analysis was performed on a simplified 2D problem.
However the algorithm proposed can be generalized to a 3D case with a minimum effort.
We proposed a mass and inertia estimation based on a compact parametric model. The
solution proposed is fast and easy to implement.
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We exploited a property of Wavelet transformations to calculate the limbs acceleration
from GaMoCap displacement data. This method is particular useful since in able to work
even in presence of noisy data.
The quality of the kinetic parameters estimated was analysed in detail with a nu-
merical uncertainty propagation method. The procedure adopted was hybrid, mixing
synthetic and real data. Results obtained are compatible with the requirements of clin-
ical applications.
Algorithms All the algorithm proposed in this work were implemented in C/C++
language to assure a fast speed of execution. The process of feature extraction was
parallelized for each camera to further reduce the elaboration time. In order to assure
the usability of these algorithms was also developed a multi-platform graphical interface
with which is possible to control the steps of shape reconstruction and motion analysis.
Applications The framework developed was employed in an experimental environment
to test its kinematic and dynamic analysis capabilities.
The GaMoCap was also used in one European project in which it proved to be a valid
framework for human motion analysis. Its easy and quick setup proved to be a essential
feature especially for the motion analysis of impaired and elder people.
The system proved to have desirable features also outside the human motion anal-
ysis. A special GaMoCap setup was prepared for the analysis of a civil engineering
concrete structure. Whit a precision comparable to classic displacement sensor (LVDT),
a higher number of points measured and a lower cost of setup is a valid and cost-effective
alternative as a laboratory measurement tool.
Finally, some limitations need to be considered.
Despite the fact that algorithms of shape reconstruction and motion analysis are quite
fast was not possible to build a real-time mocap system. This was caused mainly by the
limited time and budget to develop a real-time solution.
The color coded pattern realized is a powerful but not error-free solution. Garment
fold, overlap and bad illumination can generate wrong or duplicate IDs that cannot be
corrected with the garment mapping. A solution to this problem would be to intro-
duce code correction capabilities in the coloured sequence via standard techniques of
communication theory.
STAs compensation based on the PCT proposed tends to eliminate a lot of 3D points.
While the number of points that remains is sufficient to perform the motion analysis,
some better STAs compensation solutions can be studied.
Even with the objective to realize a full-automatized motion analysis framework, some
steps of kinematic and dynamic motion still require a user intervention. A further effort
in this direction will produce an automatic, easy-to use framework of motion analysis.
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In order to have a more complete and robust framework of motion analysis in a future
work possible improvements are:
• to implement code correction techniques in the color coded pattern to improve IDs
assignation stability and reconstruction
• to study better STAs compensation technique in order to maximize the number of
points after motion segmentation
• to develop an algorithm for 3D dynamic analysis
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